
CHANGING PATTERNS IN MISSION
by Eileen and Sam Moffett
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1. (Moffetts). S.A. Moffett and Alice Fish were married in Seoul, Korea on June 1, 1899.

He had come to Korea in 1890, and she, a medical doctor, in 1897.

2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from Pyongyang, looking very

much like the travelers in this picture. They made the 161-mile trip to Seoul in five days by

getting up at 4:30 in the morning and moving steadily until seven in the evening. They had

ten chairmen, three horsemen, three chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in chairs and the baggage

(including a wedding cake shipped all the way from San Francisco) was on ponies.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the wedding because American marriages had to

be performed in the presence of the Resident American Minister (ambassador). Fortunately,

the ambassador in 1899 was their good friend, Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea

just six years before Moffett as the first resident Protestant missionary in that country, and had

later been persuaded to become American ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Yun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protestant missionary in Korea is

correct. But the Koreans have always been one step ahead of the missionary. The man in the

center of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun, had been converted in Manchuria before the

missionaries arrived and came back to bring the Gospel to his own people a whole year before

Allen landed.

6.

(Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just become the first Western

country to establish diplomatic relations with Korea. The first United States government

minister to Korea had arrived two years earlier, in 1882. He was General Lucius Foote. The
title, General, came from service in the Civil War somewhat remote from the field of battle.

He had defended California against the forces of the Confederacy - as aide to the governor.

But his service in Korea proved to be far more important.

7.

(Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American official had brought his

wife, the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul. Queen Min was overcome with

curiosity to find out what the foreign woman looked like.

8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair to bring Mrs. Foote to the palace. On her

way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been concerned about the proper protocol in

meeting a member of the Royal Family - but one other matter had been worrying her even
more. There was no western doctor in Korea, and she was something of a hypochondriac. So
when Allen appeared, General Foote told him, "Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It’s a

closed land. But if you’ll be physician at the United States legation we’ll let you stay."

9. Kim Ok-Kyun). About two months after Allen’s arrival all hell broke loose at the palace.

Kim Ok-Kyun, the 33-year-old young reformer, and his progressive friends invited their maj or

rivals, the dominant conservative party leaders, to a banquet.
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10. (Min Yong-Ik). The leader of the conservatives was 24-year-old Prince Min Yong-Ik,

cousin of the queen. At a given signal, cries of “Fire” were heard, and most of the guests,

including Prince Min left the room. As he stepped from the building a hired assassin attacked

him with a heavy sword, slashing him a number of places around his face and body. He fell

into the arms of Paul Georg von Moellendorff, German advisor to the Korean government for

Customs administration. American diplomat, General Foote, was also left with the critically-

wounded prince.

11. (Sedan Chairs). Pulling himself together, General Foote told the stunned guests that

there was a doctor; a "miracle worker", at the American Legation. A sedan chair waiting

outside the palace was sent racing across the city to bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace

practitioners about to pour boiling pitch into the Prince’s wounds to stop the bleeding. Dr.

Allen hesitated. He knew that once he touched the royal body he would be held responsible.

But then because he was a doctor and a Christian he set desperately to work. For three

months the Prince hovered between life and death....

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family turned to Allen and asked

what reward they could give him. "Let me open a hospital", he said. And his request was

granted. This was the first legally permitted Christian institution ever to open its doors in the

Hermit Kingdom , as the closed land of Korea had been known.

13. (Underwood). On Easter Sunday, 1885, another Presbyterian missionary, the first

clergyman, arrived in Korea. He came with the first Methodist couple. Though stationed in

Seoul, he made long trips far into the interior of the country doing pioneer evangelism and

calling little groups of new believers to establish churches. Mrs. Underwood, a medical

doctor, and their little son, Horace, often went with him.

14. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett, arrived five years

later, it was still forbidden by the Korean government to preach the Christian faith openly,

and missionaries were not allowed to live outside the safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and

Pusan.

15. (Moffett Korean clothes). After a few months teaching in the boys’ school, which had

been started as an orphanage in Seoul, Moffett felt more and more certain that the Lord was

calling him to push out into the forbidden interior of the country. So he began making trips

of a few months at a time into the northern part of Korea trying everywhere he went to gain a

hearing for the Gospel and work toward establishing residence outside the treaty ports. He
was often in great danger and sometimes dressed in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

16. (Pyeng-Yang). He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang, a city so old that its

walls had been built in the days of David and Solomon. It was famous for its street mobs and

tiger hunters.

17. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, unwelcomed and unarmed, a mob quickly

formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East Gate.

18. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first recovering from his
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wounds in a mud house near the river, than boldly renting this house only a stone’s throw

from the gate where he had been attacked by the mob. He was the first Protestant missionary

to establish long-term residence in all of North Korea.

19. (Bell). Moffett gathered a little band of converts-one of the best of them a transformed

saloon keeper. They built a church, complete with bell brought in by ox-cart. That church

became the "mother of churches" as church growth exploded throughout all that part of North

Korea.

20. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And sixteen years after he first

made a trip of exploration into northern Korea the seminary graduated its first class. The

women watched the ceremony in the white head-coverings traditional in the North. They had

to sit behind a screen in the L-shaped church. Korean social custom still rigidly segregated

the sexes.

21. (Presbytery). Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed a Presbytery. And since

already the number of potential Korean ministers and elders outnumbered the missionaries,

the presbytery proceeded to ordain the Koreans, and turned the church over to them. It

became the independent, self-governing, self-supporting Presbyterian Church of Korea.

22. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first seven graduates of the

seminary came before presbytery they held a caucus. They were a bit awed at the prospect of

becoming the first Korean ordained ministers. As they met together they came to a

consensus. "Ministers are not enough," they said. "A real church must have missionaries,

also." Then they all began looking at the thick-set man standing on the right in the back row.

23. (Yi Kui-Poong). And still looking hard at him, they said, "You stoned the first missionary

you ever saw." And they were right. He was the man who had led the mob that stoned Sam’s

father in the streets 16 years before. Now a committed Christian, he was about to become
one of the church’s first Korean ministers. "And," his classmates told him, "We are going to

send you as our first missionary."

24. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked into Presbytery, and the moderator,

who happened to be the missionary Mr. Yi had stoned, laid his hands in ordination upon the

young man who had stoned him. Then they sent him off as the first missionary of the Korean
Presbyterian Church to a strange island off the southern coast, with an alien culture. And
there he, too, was stoned.

Those were great missionary beginnings. But when the organized Korean church

grew out of the work of the pioneer missionaries some changes began to take place in the

patterns of missionary work. From that time on, the support and government of the church

shifted steadily into capable Korean hands. But though the work of the missionaries began to

change, it certainly did not mean that their work was finished, as so many are saying today.

There is no doubt that patterns of missionary work change as the national church develops
and matures. Take a look back at Korea 100 years ago.
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(Old Seoul). Back when the pioneer missionaries arrived Korea’s capital city, Seoul, was

a sleepy town of about 150,000 people. Westerners complained about the dirty streets.
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26. (New Seoul). Today it is a city of ten million -- subways, sky-scrapers, and looping

elevated highways -- one of the ten largest cities in the world. And much cleaner than New
York.

27. (Moffett & Gale). Sam’s father refused to own an automobile to the end of his days. "It

would take me too fast past too many people I want to talk to," he said. So he walked.

28. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting country churches up the

great valley of the Taedong river.

29. (Mattie Ingold). - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony -like Mattie Ingold, a

pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in the name of the great physician to the

countryside.

30. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways, railroads and airlines

has so improved communications that no part of South Korea is much more than a 6-hour

journey from any other part.

31. (DMZ). But one part of Korea is now forbidden territory - the very part where my
husband was born and where his father had gone as a pioneer missionary. There had once

been so many Christians up there in the north that stores no longer stayed open on Sundays

for lack of trade and the old rough city of Pyengyang was re-named "Jerusalem" by the

Christians because it had become a city of churches. But now the whole of North Korea has

been forced under the iron control of an uncompromising Communist government. It was

once the home of 2/3 of all Korea’s Christians. But now its 19 million people are blocked,

behind the tightest border in the world (the DMZ, or demilitarized zone), from all contact

with the good news of Jesus Christ.

32. (Palace girls). In the early days even the problems, if they weren’t cruel, had an

appealing storybook character to them. Like the day, soon after Dr. Allen had opened that

first hospital, when the King sent over a regal gift, a bevy of dancing girls. The ruffled

missionary was about to refuse, when his wife stopped him. "You can’t send them back," she

said, "they’re a royal gift." "But what will I do with them?" Dr. Allen protested. "Train them

as nurses," said his practical wife.

33. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but today many of them are

Christians. They have founded one of the most unusual churches I’ve ever seen. It’s called

the Entertainers’ Church.

34. (Comedians). These men are elders in that church. They were for many years the most

famous comedians in Korea. Their pictures used to appear on giant posters at subway

entrances all over the city of Seoul. One of our students at the Presbyterian Seminary in

Korea decided to take as his mission field the whole entertainment industry. He knew some
gifted performers. "They have enormous talents," he said, "but empty hearts."
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35. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today each Sunday more than 200

people from script writers to movie and television stars gather for worship at the Entertainers’

Church. And at prayer meetings and Bible study groups some of the most famous talents in

the country gather for a time of quiet and meditation.

36. (Country Church). The first two tiny Protestant congregations had just been organized

when Sam’s father arrived. Little country churches like this, which are fast being replaced

now by more sturdy buildings, are a reminder of the days of beginnings.

37. (Sorai Church). But two years after he moved into the interior -into North Korea,

Koreans began to build their own churches. This is the first church built entirely by Koreans

with their own money. It was built in 1894.

38. (Yong-Nak aerial). Today there are over 5000 Protestant churches in the city of Seoul,

alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The largest Presbyterian church, though not the largest

church in Seoul, is the Yong Nak Church.

39. (Dr. Han). Yong Nak church was founded 49 years ago, in 1947, by a refugee pastor from

North Korea, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han. He began with just 27 members, all of them refugees

from the Communist take-over in North Korea.

40. (Yong Nak court). Today this church has some 35,000 members. Koreans have had their

own Korean ministers since the early part of this century.

41. (Interpreting). At this church, however, a missionary does serve often as interpreter for

any English-speaking guests who may be present for worship. The pastor preaches in Korean
to his congregation and from a booth in the church basement the voice of the interpreter is

channeled into earphones through a simultaneous translation service at two of the four Sunday

worship services.

42. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge attendance - even with

five identical services each Sunday (the first one beginning at 7:30 a.m.), they pipe the service

in via closed-circuit television to a large chapel and several auditoriums nearby People who
come after the main sanctuary is filled at each service participate in worship with a T-V screen

at the front.

43. (Dr. & Mrs. Lee Sang-Geun). Korea now has more Presbyterians than there are in the

United States - between five and six million. This is Dr. Lee, former pastor of the First

Presbyterian Church in Taegu, with his wife. Taegu, a city of V/2 - 2 million people has more
Presbyterian churches than the city of Philadelphia.

44. (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in Pyeng Yang in the early days by my
father-in-law.

45. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today with a new administration/classroom
building completed just this year, 1996. It has been located in Seoul since the Communists
occupied North Korea and closed all Christian churches and institutions.
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46. (Dr. Suh). Its president today is Dr. Suh Jung-Woon, formerly a missionary to Indonesia.

47. (Students). The seminary has two thousand one hundred students today at several

different levels of preparation from post high-school to post-college and graduate study.

48. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students all have field work.

Some of them work in one of the worst slums in Seoul. They found that Christian work in the

slums doesn’t begin in a church. There was no church.

49. (Day Care Center). So the students began by building a community center - a day care

center like this, so the mothers could work and earn a little money. They talked the men into

starting an "own-your-own home" campaign.

50. (Slum Church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own their homes. They’re

people now, not squatters. And along with their homes they wanted to build a little church,

for many of them were becoming Christians as the students told them of the transforming love

and power of Jesus Christ.

51. (Sam Park). All over the country the Korean church has its own leaders in this kind of

practical demonstration of Christ’s love. One of our seminary graduates, who had a degree in

dentistry before coming to seminary, started a Boys’ Town 300 miles south of Seoul for the

waifs and beggar boys that society rejects.

52. (Harry Holt). Harry Holt, shown here, opened his eyes and his heart to the plight of

orphans after the devastation of the Korea War. He was an Oregon farmer who, after the

armistice was signed, decided to go and look at the situation first-hand. The first thing he did

was to adopt seven orphans into his own family. And by the devotion and hard work of Mr.

and Mrs. Holt, homes were opened in this country and in Europe for thousands more.

53. (Chongsin). Christians go where the need is. The early missionaries started schools for

girls, because in Korean society girls weren’t considered worth educating.

54. (Ewha). How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest Women’s University in the

world - a Christian school.

55. (Evelyn Koh). Seoul has two Christian universities for women. This is Dr. Evelyn Koh,

president of Seoul Woman’s University. She is a famous sociologist, highly respected in all

circles. A few years ago she was invited to attend an international conference of Sociologists

in Moscow - the first South Korean ever invited to an academic conference in the Soviet

Union. She reluctantly sent her regrets. "I’ve just enrolled in the Bethel Bible Class training

program - and I promised when I started that I would not miss a single session," she explained.

"Besides," she told me privately, "I want my students to take Bible study very seriously. And
how will they do so unless I set the example."

56. (Esther Park). Esther Park, president of the National YWCA of Korea for many years, is

another great Christian leader who has had an enormous influence on the nation and its



people. It would be hard to calculate the impact of the YWCA on the improved life of

Korean women and on Korean home-life.
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57. (Chou Sun-Ae). And just a few years ago the Presbyterian Seminary in Seoul startled

Korea’s educational circles by naming Mrs. Chou Sun-Ae as Dean of the Seminary’s Graduate

School. She is the first woman ever elected to such a high position in anything but a school

for women in Korea.

58. (Bible Club). Now it is not the women as much as the poor who are neglected; -

particularly at a time when so many Koreans are doing so well in a rapidly-expanding

economy. Christians have a network of schools for the underprivileged called Bible Clubs.

59. (Bible Club School). In these Bible Club schools the children of the slums and factories

and depressed rural areas who can’t afford the government schools (for there is no free public

schooling beyond primary level), find their only chance for education. There are between

40,000 and 50,000 children enrolled in the Bible Clubs.

60. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education. It is a book they want to

read - even beside a country road. Through it they come to know and follow Jesus Christ.

61. (Early Christians). This picture shows a group of early Christians in Seoul. In fact, you

see here almost all the Christian men in the entire city of Seoul when Dr. Samuel A. Moffett

first arrived.

62. (Crusade). In that same city 83 years later (in 1973) an evangelistic crusade drew the

largest single crowd ever before assembled anywhere in the world in one place to hear the

preaching of the gospel. Over a million people came at one time on the final day to hear Dr.

Billy Graham.

63. (Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected to do more than

evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church was its emphasis on Bible study for

all Christians, not just ministers. This is a Women’s Bible Class 55 years ago. Some of those

women had walked 40 miles just to learn more of God’s Word.

64. (Yong-nak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may come to class by subway or

bus, taxi or private car, but there are Bible classes like this in most Korean churches, the YM
and YWCA and many other places every week.

65. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers. They are missionaries.

Like that first graduating seminary class, they know that real churches have more than

ministers and Bible teachers, they also have missionaries. Here, Mr. Kwak, the Korean
church’s Director of Evangelism is pointing out to the Stated Clerk of the Korean General
Assembly where the church has its Korean missionaries today, from Ethiopia and Gambia, to

Thailand and Brazil.

66. (Elijah Gergan). And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way process. This is Elijah

Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary teacher of the Dalai Lama. He came to Seoul to
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enroll in ACTS (Asian Center for Theological Studies and Missions), a post-seminary training

course. Why did he come all the way to Korea from the edge of the top of the world? He
came to learn from the Korean church how churches grow. But more than that.67.

(Chu Sun-Dong). He came also to challenge that church not to become turned in upon

itself and complacent. That challenge is being heard. Here is a young Korean, Mr. Chu,

preparing to go with his family to Guam. The day of third-world missions is here. And
missions will never be the same.

68. (Nepal). It is true that the church is growing fast in Korea. It doubles in numbers of

professed Christians almost every decade and has done so for the past forty years. But Asia as

a whole is still the great unreached continent. Half of all the world’s people live in Asia. But

of that half, no more than 8% are Christians.

69. (India). Take India, for example, which has a relatively high number of Christians - 34

million. But what is 34 million in a total population of about 904 million? That’s about 3%.

70. (Thailand). Or Thailand, which is still 93% Buddhist after more than 150 years of faithful

missionary witness. Christians represent only 1% of the people of Thailand.

71. (2 priests). Or Nepal - where public proclamation of the gospel is forbidden and a person

is not allowed to change his religion. Just to baptize a convert can bring a sentence of six

years in jail.

72. (Indo-Nepali woman). But where, also, there is no law against private one-on-one witness

to those who have not heard the good news, and where in just thirty-five years about 0.6% of

Nepali people have come to know Jesus Christ.

73. (Mt. Fuji). Another one of the many beautiful countries of Asia is Japan. It is also one

of the most successfully materialist countries in the world. There was a higher percentage of

Christians in Japan 350 years ago than there is today. Only 1.5 in one hundred Japanese is a

Christian.

74. (Shop Scene, Taiwan). Just south of Japan is the beautiful island of Taiwan. There the

percentage of Christians is high for Asia. But still they number only 5% of the total

population. 43% are Buddhist and 48.5% follow Chinese folk religions.

75. (Traditional funeral). What can we say about mainland China? 1/4 of all the people in

the world live there. Since the re-opening of contact with the Western world within the last

few years, and after 30 years of persecution of Christians, suddenly we find more Chinese

Christians today than there were when the Communists closed the country back in 1949. It is

impossible to say what percentage of China is Christian today, but one educated guess is that

there are 50 million Christians there now. But there are one billion Chinese.
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76. (Muslim at prayer). Or go to the other end of Asia, to Syria, which is part of one of the

other great unreached blocks - the Muslim world. There are over 700 million Muslims in Asia

- fiercely opposed to the Christian faith.

77. (Street scene in Damascus). Most Asians, whether in Muslim lands, or in China, whether

members of Hindu castes, Buddhists or followers of tribal religions, have never heard an

effective presentation of the Gospel of Christ and have never seen, much less read, a Bible.

The challenge I want to leave with you is that while the patterns of missionary work are

changing where the national churches are now comparatively strong, still there is ever so much
unfinished work to be done all over the world. The Lord’s call is as clear as ever to go into

all the world and make disciples of all peoples. And that Great Commission still includes

Presbyterians. Our work is far from finished.

Eileen F. and Samuel H. Moffett
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10. (Min Yong-Ik). The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min Yong-Ik,
cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired -assassins broke into the room,
and attacked the conservatives. The Prince, slashed about the face and body,
fell into the arms of General Foote, who was also present - a very shocked and
astonished guest.

11. (Sedan Chairs). Pulling himself together. General Foote told the stunned
guests that there was a doctor, a “miracle worker" , at the Legation, and a

sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent racing across the city to

bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace practitioners about to pour boiling

pitch into the Prince's wounds to stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen hesitated --

for he knew that once he touched the royal body he would be held responsible --

but then because he was a doctor and a Christian he set desperately to work.

For three months the Prince hovered between life and death

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family turned to

Allen and asked what reward they could give him. “Let me open a hospital," he

said. And it was done. This was the first legally permitted Christian insti-

tution ever to open its doors in the Hermit Kingdom, as the closed land of

Korea had been known.

13. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett arrived
four years and several other missionaries later, it was still forbidden to

preach the Christian faith openly, and missionaries were restricted to the

safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and Pusan.

14. (Moffett Korean clothes). He was determined, however, to open up the

forbidden interior, and set off despite all warnings to explore the land,

dressing in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

15. (PyenJ-Yang) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang, a city
so old its walls had been built in the days of David and Solomon, famous for its

street mobs and tiger hunters.

16. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alone and unarmed, a

mob quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East Gate.

17. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first re-

covering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, then boldly renting
this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had been attacked by

the mob. He was the first resident Protestant missionary in all of North
Korea.

18. (Bell). He gathered a little band of converts--one of the best of them
a reformed saloon keeper. They built a church, complete with bell brought in

by ox-cart. That church became the "mother of churches" as church growth explod-
ed throughout all that part of North Korea.

19. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And sixteen years
after his arrival the seminary graduated its first class. The women watching
the ceremony in their white head-coverings had to sit behind a screen in the
L-shaped church. Korean custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

20. (Presbytery) . Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed a

Presbytery. And since already the number of potential Korean ministers and elders
outnumbered the missionaries, the presbytery proceeded to ordain the Koreans, and
turned the church over to them. It became the independent, self-governing,
self-supporting Presbyterian Church of Korea.
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2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from Pyongyang,

looking something like this picture of their friends, the Swallens, traveling

inland a few months after the wedding. They made the trip to Seoul in five

days by getting up at 4:30 and traveling steadily until seven in the evening.

They had ten chairmen, three horsemen, three chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in chairs

and the baggage (including a wedding cake shipped all the way from San Francisco)

was on ponies.

4.

(Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the weddino because American

marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident American

Minister (ambassador). Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899 was their good

friend, Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just five years before Moffett

as the first resident Protestant missionary in that country, and had later been

persuaded to become American ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Vun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protestant

missionary in Korea is correct. But the Koreans have always been one step ahead
of the missionary. The man in the center of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun, had been

converted in Manchuria before the missionaries arrived and came back to bring
the Gospel to his own people a whole year before Allen landed. A delightful foot-
note to this story is that the great grandson of this Mr. Suh's younger brother
just enrolled in Princeton Seminary in January of this year.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just become the first
Western country to establish diplomatic rejaU^onswi th Korea. The first United
States government minister to Korea^arri ved'JuT AmT'. He was General Lucius Foote.
The title, General, came from service in the Civil War somewhat remote from the
field of battle. He had defended Cal i forni a against the forces of the Confederacy -

as aide to the governor. But his service in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American had brought his
wife, Mrs. Foote - the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul. Queen Min
was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign woman looked like.

8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair, here, to bring Mrs. Foote to
the palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been concerned
about the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal Family - but one
other matter had been worrying her even more. There was no western doctor in
Korea, and she was something of a hypochondriac. So when Allen appeared, General
Foote told him, "Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It’s a closed land. But
if you'll be physician at the legation we'll let you stay."

w !
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9. (Kim Ok-Kiun) . About two months after Allen’s arrival all hell broke
loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his progressive
friends invited their major rivals, the dominant conservative party leaders,
to a banquet.



21. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first seven

graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a caucus. They
were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first Korean ordained ministers.
But they said to themselves, "Ministers are not enough. A real church has to hav

missionaries." And they turned to look at one of their number (the thick-set man

standing in back at the right). "One of us has to be a missionary," they said."

22. (Yi Kui-Poong). And still looking hard at him, they said, "You stoned the

first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He was the man who

had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the streets 16 years before. Now a

committed Christian, he was about to become one of the church's first Korean

ministers. "You are going to be our first missionary".

23. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked in to presbytery, and

the presbytery moderator, who happened to be the missionary that man had

stoned, laid his hands in ordination upon the man who had stoned him. Then

they sent him off as their own first missionary to a strange island off the

southern coast, with an alien culture, and there he, too, was stoned - the first

Korean missionary. But ever since. the growth and government of the church has

been in capable Korean hands.

Well, that's the romantic, heroic side of missions. But times have

changed.

24. (Seoul, old). Back j: he n,. Korea 1

s capital city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of

about 150,000 people mis si onat4es--m*Tdj
vT?4-. Westerners complained

about the dirty streets.
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25. (Seoul, new). Today it is a city of^ mi 1 1 ion--subways , sky-scrapers,
and looping elevated highways, one of the ten largest cities in the world.

And much cleaner than New York.

26. (Moffett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to the end of

his days. "It would take me too fast past too many people I want to talk to",

he said. So he walked.

27. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting

country churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.

28. (Mattie Ingold) - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony - like

Mattie Ingold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in the name of

the great physician to the countryside.

29. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways, railroads
and airlines has so improved communications that no part of South Korea is

much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.

30. (DMZ). But one part of Korea is still forbidden territory - the Communist
north. Once the home of 2/3 of Korea's Christians, its 16 million people are
barred, behind the tightest border in the world ( the DMZ, or demilitarized
zone), from all contact with the good news of Jesus Christ.

31. (Palace girls). In the early days even the problems, if they weren't
cruel, were appealingly quixotic. Like the day, soon after Dr. Allen had
opened his first hospital, when the King showed his pleasure by sending over a

regal gift, a bevy of dancing girls. The ruffled missionary was about to refuse,
when his wife stopped him. "You can't send them back; they're a royal gift."
"But what will I do with them", he said. "Use them as nurses", said his
practical wife.
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32. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but today

many of them are Christians. They have founded one of the most unusual

churches I've ever seen - the Entertai ners
1 Church. The man at the left is

one of the elders. He is a television star - one of the two most famous comedians
i n Korea

.

33. (Comedians). Their pictures appear on giant posters at subway entrances all

over the city of Seoul. One of our seminary students decided to take as his

field of mission the whole entertainment industry. He knew some performers. "They

have enormous talents, but empty hearts," he said.

34. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today each Sunday
more than 200 people from script writers to movie stars gather for worship at

the Entertainers' Church, and at prayer meetings and Bible study groups some of

the most famous talents in the country gather for a time of quiet and meditation.

35. (Country Church). The first two tiny Protestant congregations had just been
organized when Sam's father arrived. Little country churches like this, which
are fast being replaced now by more sturdy buildings, are a reminder of the days
of beginnings.

36. Sorai Church). But wto years after he moved into the interior - into North
Korea, Koreans began to build their own churches. This is the first church built
entirely by Koreans with their own money. It was built in 1894.

37. (Yong-nak aerial). Today there are over 3000 Protestant churches in the
city of Seoul, alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The largest Presbyterian church,
though not the largest church in Seoul, is the Yong Nak Church.

38. (Dr. Han). Yong-nak church was founded 86 years ago, in 1947, by a graduate
of Princeton seminary, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han, shown here preaching. He began with
just 27 members, all of them refugees from the Communist take-over in North Korea.

39. (Yong Nak court). Today this church has some 60,000 members. Some people
have congratulated my husband on his big church, mistakenly thinking that that
must be where the missionary preaches. No, these Korean churches are not pastored
by missionaries.

40. (Interpreting). At this church, however, a missionary does interpret for the
current pastor. Dr. Park, from a booth in the church basement. This is channeled
into earphones through a simultaneous translation service for English-speaking
visitors every Sunday morning at two of the four worship services.

41. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge attendance -

even with four identical services each Sunday (the first one beginning at 7:30 a.m.),
they pipe the service in via closed-circuit television to a large chapel and several
auditoriums nearby. People who come after the main sanctuary is filled at each
service participate in worship with a T-V screen at the front.

42. (Dr. & Mrs. Lee Sang-Geun). Korea now has more Presbyteri ans than there
are in the United States - over four million. This is Dr. Lee, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church in Taegu, with his wife. Taegu, a city of U - 2 million
people now has more Presbyterian churches than the city of Philadelphia.

43. (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in the north in the early
days by the missionary.

44. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today, rebuilt by the Korean church in
South Korea after the communists occupied the north and made it inaccessible.



45. (Dr. Rhee). Its president today, of course, is a Korean, not a missionary. Dr.
Jong-Sung Rhee is one of Asia's outstanding theologians.

46. (Students). The seminary has sixteen hundred students today at several dif-
ferent levels of preparation from post high-school to post-college and graduate study.

47. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students all have
field work. Some of them work in one of the worst slums in Seoul. They found
that Christian work in the slums doesn't begin in a church. There was no church.

48. (Day Care Center). So the students began by building a community center -

a day care center like this, so the mothers could work and earn a little money.
They talked the men into starting an own-your-own home campaign.

49. (Slum church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own their homes.
They're people now, not squatters. And along with their homes they wanted to build
a little church, for many of them became Christians as the students told them
of the love of Jesus Christ.

50. (Sam Park). All over the country the Korean church has its own leaders in

this kind of practical demonstration of Christ's love. One of our seminary graduates,
Sam Park, has started a Boys' Town 300 miles south of Seoul for the waifs and beggar
boys that society rejects.

51. (Harry Holt). Harry Holt, shown here talking to missionary, Lillian Ross,
opened his eyes and his heart to the plight of orphans after the devastation of the

Korean War. He was an Oregon farmer who, after the armistice was signed, decided to

go and look at the situation first-hand. The first thing he did was to adopt
seven orphans into his own family. And by the devotion and hard work of Mr. and
Mrs. Holt, homes were opened in this country and in Europe for thousands and thousands
mo re

.

52. (Chongsin). Christians go where the need is. The early missionaries started
schools for girls, because in Korean society girls weren't considered worth educating.

53. (Ewha). How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest Women's University
in the world - a Christian school.

54. (Evelyn Koh). Seoul has two Christian universities for women. This is Dr.

Evelyn Koh, president of Seoul Woman's University. She is a famous sociologist,

highly respected in all circles. A few years ago she was invited to attend an

international conference of Sociologists in Moscow - the first South Korean ever

invited to an academic conference in Soviet Russia. She reluctantly sent her

regrets. "I've just enrolled in the Bethel Bible Class training program - and

I promised when I started that I would not miss a single session", she explained.

"Besides" she told me privately, "I want my students to take Bible study very seriously.

And how will they do so unless I set the example."

55. (Esther Park). Esther Park, president of the National YWCA of Korea for
many years, is another great Christian leader who has had an enormous influence

on the nation and its people. It would be hard to calculate the impact of the

YWCA on the improved life of Korean women and on Korean home-life.

56. Chu Sun-Ae). And just this year the Presbyterian Seminary in Seoul startled

Korea's educational circles by naming Mrs. Chou Sun-Ae (standing at right in

this picture, next to the president of the Presbyterian Women's Organization,
Mrs. Yi Yon-Ok) as Dean of the Seminary's Graduate School. She is the first

woman ever elected to such a high position in anything but a school for women

in Korea.



57. (Bible Club). Now it is not the women but the poor who are neglected. So

Christians have a network of schools for the underprivileged. They are called
Bible Clubs.

58. (Bible Club School). In these Bible Club schools the children of the slums

and factories and depressed rural areas who can't afford the government schools
(for there is no free public schooling beyond primary level), find their only
chance for education. There are between 40,000 and 50,000 children enrolled in

the Bible Clubs.

59. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education. It is a

book they want to read - even beside a country road. Through it they come
to know and follow Jesus Christ.

60. (Early Christians). This picture shows a group of early Christians in

Seoul. In fact, you see here almost all the Christian men in the entire city
of Seoul when Dr. Samuel A. Moffett first arrived.

61. (Crusade). In that same city 85 years later an evangelistic crusade drew
the largest single crowd ever before assembled to hear the preaching of the
gospel. Some say there were over a million people in that great mass of humanity.

62. (Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected to do more
than evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church was its emphasis on

Bible study for all Christians, not just ministers. This is a Women's Bible
Class 50 years ago. Some of those women had walked 40 miles just to learn more
of God ' s Word

.

63. (Yong-nak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may come to class
by subway or bus, taxi or private car, but there are Bible classes like this in

most Korean churches, the YM and YWCA and many other places every week.

64. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers . They are mission-
aries. Like that first graduating seminary class, they know that real churches
have more than ministers or Bible teachers, they have also missionaries. Here,
Mr. Kwak, the Korean church's Director of Evangelism is pointing out to the Stated
Clerk of the Korean General Assembly where the church has its Korean missionaries
today, from Ethiopia to Brazil.

65. (Elijah Gergan). And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way process.
This is Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary teacher of the Dalai

Lama. He came to Seoul to enroll in ACTS (Asian Center for Theological Studies
and Missions), a post-seminary training course. Why did he come all the way to

Korea from the edge of the top of the world? He came to learn from the Korean
church how churches grow. But more than that.

66. (Korean missionaries). He came also to challenge that church not to become
turned in upon itself and complacent. That challenge is being heard. Here is a

group of Koreans preparing to go to Indonesia. There are a few in this picture
who are former Korean missionaries to Indonesia, as well. The day of third-world
missions is here. And missions will never be the same.

67. (Nepal). It is true that the church is growing fast in Korea. It doubles
in numbers of professed Christians almost every decade and has done so for the
past forty years. But Asia as a whole is still the great unreached continent.
Half of all the world's people live in Asia. But of that half that live in Asia,
no more than 3% are Christians.

68. (India). Take India, for example, which has a relatively high number of
Christians - 27 million. But what is 27 million in a total population of about
680 million? That's about 4%.



69. (Thailand). Or Thailand, which is still 92.1% Buddhist after more than 150
years of faithful missionary witness. Christians represent only 1.6% of the

people of Thai land.

70. (2 priests). Or Nepal - where public proclamation of the gospel is pro-
hibited, where it is forbidden to change one's religion, and where just to baptize
a convert can bring a sentence of six years in jail.

71. (Indo-Nepali woman). But where, also, there is no law against private
one-on-one witness to those who have not heard the good news, and where in less

than twenty-five years more than ten thousand Nepali people have come to know
Jesus Christ.

72. (Mt. Fuji). Another one of the many beautiful countries in Asia is Japan. It

is also one of the most successfully materialist countries in the world. There was
a higher percentage of Christians in Japan 350 years ago than there is today. Only
one in one hundred Japanese is a Christian.

73. (Shop scene). Just south of Japan is the beautiful island of Taiwan. There
the percentage of Christians is high for Asia. But still they number only 7.4% of

the total population. 43% are Buddhist and 48.5% follow Chinese folk religions.

74. (Traditional funeral). What can we say about mainland China. The population
there is so great that even the margin of uncertainty about the number of people
who live there is greater than the known population of the United States. This
great nation which first received Christian missionaries from Persia as early as

the 7th century is now closed to missionaries like you and me. It is one of the

great blocs of the human race least open to the gospel. But since the re-opening
of contact with China within the last few years, and after 30 years of persecution
of Christians there, suddenly we find more Chinese Christians today than there
were when the Communists closed the country back in 1949. It is impossible to

say what percentage of China is Christian today, but one educated guess is about

75. (Muslim at prayer). Or go to the other end of Asia, to Syria - part of one

of the other great unreached blocks - the Muslim world. There are over 700 million
Muslims in Asia - fiercely opposed to the Christian faith.

76. (Street scene in Damascus). Most Asians, whether in Muslim lands, in China,

members of Hindu castes, Buddhists or followers of tribal religions, have never
heard an effective presentation of the Gospel of Christ. Missions have changed,

but the missionary challenge still remains: "Go ye into al

1

the world..."

. 2 %



So much for the contrast between the old and the new in missions. Some

have described it as passing through three epochs:

1. The age of paternalism - the pioneer stage

2. The age of independence - the rise of the younger church.

3. The age of integration - the scaffolding of the mission structure
is taken down, the missionaries absorbed into and under the local

church which has developed in former mission lands and younger
churches, themselves, begin taking over full responsibility for
Christian mission within their own national borders.

But I think we now need to move into a 4th period in many parts of the

world, recognizing that there are still places where the level is still at Stage 1,

Stage 2 and Stage 3. The 4th is the age of partnership because it is coming to

be recognized that integration is not the whole and final answer.

Looking at mission from another angle, it is becoming obvious that while

revolutionary changes have, indeed, taken place in Christian world mission, not

everything has changed:

1. The Gospel hasn't changed, although our ways of presenting it have.

2. Our Purpos e hasn't changed. That is still to disciple the nations
and tell and demonstrate the Good News.

3. And the Urgencies haven't changed.

Today there are five times as many non - Chri sti ans i n the worl d as there

were 200 years ago . But that is because of sheer population growth. Percentage-

wise, the Church over the centuries has gained remarkably in proportion to the non-

Chri sti an worl d

.

Back in 100 A.D., as far as we know, there was about one Christian to

every 2500 people in the world. In the next 200 years Christianity grew very

rapidly. By 300 A.D. there was about 1 Christian to every 60. By 1500 A.D. there

was 1 to every 5 world-wide. About 200 years ago when William Carey opened the

modern missionary era there was about 1 Christian to every 4i people in the world.

Today it is about 1 to every 3| .
(This includes all who claim any relationship

to Christianity).

But this is an unbalanced picture. Even today in Asia only 1 in 40

claims any relationship to Christ - and that i ncl udes the 40 million people who

claim Christianity in the Philippines. In Asia we are back where the world as a

whole was in 300 A.D.

Look at the world in another way - not as nations and "national churches"

but as cultural units. It is now believed to be true that 85% of all the unreached

units of people in the world (probably including the United States) are virtually

out of reach by near-neighbor Christian witness. At least by near-nei ghbors

acting alone. It is going to take cross-cul tural missionary outreach.

So, although missionary stages have changed, with resulting changes of

methods, depending upon the stage of growth, the urgenci es have not.

- fi1-ee^ T. frupif"



Princeton: Friends' Day. Apr. 22, 1982
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My father went to Korea in 1890, partly as a

result of a call to missions led by Princeton
students like Wilder and Speer in the 1880s. It

was a student missionary movement that swept college
campuses all over the country like wildfire.

/ « * -V
•

Fifty years later I came from Korea to Princeton
The study of missions and ecumenics here under Dr.

Mackay was one of the things that sent me back to

Asia as a missionary. I have always been grateful fo

Princeton's emphasis on the ministry in a whole-world
context. Mission begins where you are. Most ministe
will have a parish mission right here in America.
But mission always reaches out to the whole world.
And its center is always in Christ. Those things

never change.

But what a difference there is between mission
in our parents' day and in ours. 90 years ago when
my father went to Korea he was st.ongd in th° streets.
When % w°nt hack in ^55 th°y m°t at the airpor*
with armfuls of flowers. He went to a city where
there was no known Christian within a hundred miles
Wherever we went in Korea we were almost never out

of sight of Chr;i §,t i an church. He was a pioneer.

I was a’ helper’:" He^planted churches. Today it is

the Koreans who plant the churches there--six new
churches every day.

I mentioned some things, though, that haven't

changed. Let me add another,,. Missionaries are

needed as much today as in my father's time. The

day of the missionary is not over in Asia. Let me

remind you that there are six countries still in the

world where the percentage of Christians is less than

1/10 th of l%--and five of them are in Asia (Afghan.,

Bhutan, Nepal, Somalia, N. & S. Yemen).

7 .

But let's let Eileen's pictures tell the story

of the changing face of missions. And you will fcr-

give us", we hop^vf we tell ,U iRjterm^ot our om
family, and our work. 1

ItT-s-wha-t we know best.

i uwi 'jw* 1 1<» r.



CHANGING PATTERNS IN MISSION

1. (Moffetts). S.A. Moffett and Alice Fish were married in Seoul ,
Korea

on dune 1, 189G. lie had^cqpie to Korea in 1890, and she, a medical doctor,
in 1897. iT-v qyui yvuj ti <l L>»~ it.,../,, //x

- cUu.’ •( > n s

2. (Swollen Party). The wedding party came down overland from Pyongyang,
looking something like this picture of their friends, the Swallens, traveling

inland a few months after the wedding. They made the trip to Seoul in five

days by getting up at 4:30 and traveling steadily until seven in the evening.

They had ten chairmen, three horsemen, three chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in chairs
and the baggage (including a wedding cake shipped all the way from San Francisco)
was on ponies.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the weddino because American
marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident American
Minister (ambassador). Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899 was their good

friend. Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just five years before Moffett
as the first resident Protestant missionary in that country, and had later been

persuaded to become American ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Yun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protestant
missionary in Korea is correct. But the Koreans have always been one step ahead
of the missionary. The man in the center of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun, had been

converted in Manchuria before the missionaries arrived and came back to bring
the Gospel to his own people a whole year before Allen landed. A delightful foot-

note to this story is that the great grandson of this Mr. Soil's younger brother
just enrolled in Princeton Seminary in January of this year.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1834, the United States had just become the first

Western country to establish diplomatic re

l

a4lons,wU.h Korea. The first United
States government minister to Korea^’arri

*

He was General Lucius Foote.

The title. General, came from service in the Civil War somewhat remote from the
field of battle. He had defended Cal i form' a against the forces of the Confederacy -

as aide to the governor. But his service in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American had brought his
wife, Mrs. Foote - the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul. Queen Min
was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign woman looked like.

8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair, here, to bring Mrs. Foote to

the palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been concerned
about the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal Family - but one
other matter had been worrying her even more. There was no western doctor in

Korea, and she was something of a hypochondriac. So when Allen appeared, General
Foote told him, "Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It's a closed land. But
if you'll be physician at the legation we'll let you stay."

9. (Kim Ok-Kiun). About two months after Allen's arrival all hell broke
loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his progressive
friends invited their major rivals, the dominant conservative party leaders,
to a banquet.



10. (Min Yong-Ik). The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min Yong-Ik,
cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired assassins broke into the room,
and attacked the conservatives. The Prince, slashed about the face and body,
fell into the arms of General Foote, who was also present - a very shocked and
astonished guest.

11. (Sedan Chairs). Pulling himself together, General Foote told the stunned
guests that there was a doctor, a "miracle worker", at the Legation, and a

sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent racing across the city to

bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace practitioners about to pour boiling
pitch into the Prince's wounds to stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen hesitated --

for he knew that once he touched the royal body he would be held responsible --

but then because he was a doctor and a Christian he set desperately to work.

For three months the Prince hovered between life and death

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family turned to

Allen and asked what reward they could give him. "Let me open a hospital," lie

said. And it was done. This was the first legally permitted Christian insti-

tution ever to open its doors in the Hermit Kingdom, as the closed land of

Korea had been known.

13. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett arrived
four years and several other missionaries later, it was still forbidden to

preach t he Christian faith openly, and missionaries were restricted to t he

safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and Pusan.

14. (Moffett Korean clothes). He was determined, however, to open up the

forbidden interior, and set off despite all warnings to explore the land,

dressing in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

15. (Pyen^-Yang) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang, a city
so old its walls had been built in the days of David and Solomon, famous for its

street mobs and tiger hunters.

16. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alone and unarmed, a

mob quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East Gate.

17. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first re-

covering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, then boldly renting
this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had been attacked by

the mob. He was the first resident Protestant missionary in all of North
Korea

.

18. (Bell). He gathered a little band of converts--one of the best of them
a reformed saloon keeper. They built a church, complete with bell brought in

by ox-cart. That church became the "mother of churches" as church growth explod-
ed throughout all that part of North Korea.

19. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And sixteen years
after his arrival the seminary graduated its first class. The women watching
the ceremony in their white head-coverings had to sit behind a screen in the

L-shaped church. Korean custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

20. (Presbytery). Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed a

Presbytery. And since already the number of potential Korean ministers and elders

outnumbered the mi ssionari es , the presbytery proceeded to ordain the Koreans, and

turned the church over to them. It became the independent, self-governing,
self-supporting Presbyterian Church of Korea.
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21. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first seven

graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a caucus. They

were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first Korean ordained ministers.

But they said to themselves, "Ministers are not enough. A real church has to have

missionaries." And they turned to look at one of their number (the thick-set man

standing in back at the right). "One of us has to be a missionary," they said."

22. (Yi Kui-Poong). And still looking hard at him, they said, "You stoned the

first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He was the man who
had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the streets 16 years before. Now a

committed Christian, he was about to become one of the church's first Korean

ministers. "You are going to be our first missionary".

23. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked in to presbytery, and

the presbytery moderator, who happened to be the missionary that man had

stoned, laid his hands in ordination upon the man who had stoned him. Then

they sent him off as their own first missionary to a strange island off the

southern coast, with an alien culture, and there he, too, was stoned - the first

Korean missionary. But ever since. the growth and government of the church has

been in capable Korean hands.

Well, that's the romantic, heroic side of missions. But times have

changed.
;

24. (Seoul, old). Back the n,^ Korea 1

s capital city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of
about 150,000 people the—f4rsf- iiii-ssi onartes- en^ Westerners complained
about the dirty streets.

25. (Seoul, new). Today it is a city of 7 \ mi 1 1 ion--subways , sky-scrapers,
and looping elevated highways, one of the ten largest cities in the world.
And much cleaner than New York.

26. (Moffett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to the end of
his days. "It would take me too fast past too many people I want to talk to",
he said. So he walked.

27. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting
country churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.

28. (Mattie Ingold) - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony - like
Mattie Ingold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in the name of
the great physician to the countryside.

29. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways, railroads
and airlines has so improved communications that no part of South Korea is

much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.

30. (DM/). But one part of Korea is still forbidden territory - the Communist
north. Once the home of 2/3 of Korea's Christians, its 16 million people are
barred, behind the tightest border in the world ( the DMZ, or demilitarized
zone), from all contact with the good news of Jesus Christ.

31. (Palace girls). In the early days even the problems, if they weren't
cruel, were appealingly quixotic. Like the day, soon after Dr. Allen had
opened his first hospital, when the King showed his pleasure by sending over a

regal gift, a bevy of dancing girls. The ruffled missionary was about to refuse,
when his wife stopped him. "You can't send them bock; they're a royal gift."
"But what will I do with them", he said. "Use them as nurses", said his
practical wife.
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32. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but today
many of them are Christians. They have founded one of the most unusual

churches I’ve ever seen - the Entertainers' Church. The man at the left is

one of the elders, lie is a television star - one of the two most famous comedians
in Korea.

33. (Comedians). Their pictures appear on giant posters at subway entrances all

over the city of Seoul. One of our seminary students decided to take as his

field of mission the whole entertainment industry, lie knew some performers. "They
have enormous talents, but empty hearts," he said.

34. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today each Sunday
more than 200 people from script writers to movie stars gather for worship at

the Entertainers' Church, and at prayer meetings and Bible study nrouns some of

the most famous talents in the country gather for a time of guiet and meditation.

35. (Country Church). The first two tiny Protestant congregations had just been

organized when Sam's father arrived. Little country churches like this are a

reminder of the days of beginnings.

36. (Sorai Church). But two years after he moved into the interior - into

North Korea, Koreans began to build their own churches. This is the first
church built entirely by Koreans with their own money. It was built in 1894.

37. (Yony-nak aerial). Today there are over 3000 Protestant churches in the

city of Seoul, alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The largest Presbyterian church,

though not the largest church in Seoul, is the Yong Nak Church.

38. (Dr. Han). Yong-nak church was founded 35 years ago, in 1947, by a graduate

of Princeton seminary, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han, shown preaching here. He began with just

27 members, all of them refugees from the Communist take-over in North Korea.

6
39. (Yong Nak court). Today this church has some ^0,000 members. Some people have

congratulated my husband on his big church, mistakenly thinking that that must be

where the missionary preaches. No, these Korean churches are not pastured by missionaror

40. (Interpreting). At this church, however, a missionary does interpret for the

current pastor, Dr. Park, from a booth in the church basement. This is channeled
into earphones through a simultaneous translation service for English-speaking visitors

every Sunday morning at two of the four services.

41. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge attendance -

even with four identical services each Sunday (the first one beginning at 7:30 a.m.),

they pipe the service in via closed-circuit television to a large chapel and several

auditoriums nearby. People who come after the main sanctuary is filled at each ser-

vice participate in worship with a T-V screen at the front.

42. (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in the north in the early

days by the missionary.

43. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today, rebuilt by the Korean church in

South Korea after the communists occupied the north.

44. (Dr. Rhee). Its president today, of course, is a Korean, not a missionary. Dr.

Jong-Sung Rhee is one of Asia's outstanding theologians.

45. (Students). The seminary has sixteen hundred students today at several different

levels of preparation from post, high-school to post-college and graduate study.
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'M. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students all have

field work. Some of them work in one of the worst slums in Seoul. They found

that Christian work in the slums doesn't begin in a church. There was no church.
» a /) . f-r ,

(Dav-care Center). So the students began by bui lding toi4e-ts-, a day-

care 0©*£&^*TT\e this, so the mothers could work and earn a little money. They

talked the men into starting an own-your-own-home campaign.

.<3

(Slum church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own their homes.

They're people now, not squatters. And along with their homes they wanted
to build a little church, for many of them became Christians as the students

told them of the love of Jesus Christ.

. (Sam Park). All over the country the Korean church has its own leaders in

this kind of practical demonstration of Christ's love. One of our seminary
graduates, Sam Park, has started a Boys' Town 300 miles south of Seoul for

the waifs and beggar boys that society rejects.

(Chongsin). Christians go where the need is. The early missionaries
started schools for girls, because in Korean society girls weren't considered
worth educating.

^4#. (Ewha). How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest Women's
University in the world - a Christian school.

(Bible Club). Now it is not the women but the poor who are neglected. So

Christians have a network of schools for the underprivileged. They are called
Bible Clubs.

53. (Bible Club school). In these Bible Club schools the children of the slums
and factories and depressed rural areas who can't afford the government schools
(for there is no free public schooling beyond primary level), find their only
chance for education. There are between 40,000 and 50,000 children enrolled in

the Bible Clubs.

£
l

i*. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education. It is a

book they want to read - even beside a country road. Through it they come
to know and follow Jesus Christ.

(Early Christians). This picture shows a group of early Christians in

Seoul. In fact, you see here almost all the Christian men in the entire city

of Seoul when Dr. Samuel A. Moffett first arrived.

%. (Crusade). In that same city 85 years later an evangelistic crusade
drew the largest single crowd ever before assembled to hear the preaching of

the gospel. Some say there were over a million people in that great mass of

human i ty

.

^^5. ((Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected to do
more than evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church was its
emphasis on Bible study for all Christians, not just ministers. This is a

Women's Bible Class 50 years ago. Some of those women had walked 40 miles
just to learn more of God's Word.
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EG. (Yongnak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may come to

class by subway or bus, taxi or private car, but there are Bible classes
like this in most Korean churches, the YM and YWCA and many other places every
week

.

97. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers. They are
missionaries. Like that first graduating seminary class, they know that
real churches have more than ministers or Bible teachers, they have missionaries.
Here, Mr. Kwak, the Korean church's Director of Evangelism is pointing out
to the Stated Clerk of the Korean General Assembly where the church has its

Korean missionaries today, from Ethiopia to Brazil. The day of third-world
missions is here, and missions will never be the same.

(Elijah Gergan). And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way process.
This is Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary teacher of the Dalai

Lama. He came to Seoul to enroll in ACTS (Asian Center for Theological Studies
and Missions), a post-seminary training course. Why did he come all the way to

Korea from the edge of the top of the world? To learn from the Korean church
how churches grow. But more than that. He came also to challenge that church
and keep it from becoming turned in upon itself and complacent.

. (Nepal). The church may be growing fast in Korea but Asia is still the

unreached continent. Half the world's people live in Asia but no more than .T.

of that half are Christians. Most Asians have never heard an effective presentation
of the Gospel of Christ. Missions may have changed, but the missionary challenge
remains: "Go ye into all the world.."
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CHANGING PATTERNS IN MISSION
by Eileen and Sam Moffett

1. (Moffetts). S . A. Moffett and Alice Fish were married in Seoul,
Korea on June 1, 1899. He had come to Korea in 1890, and she, a
medical doctor, in 1897.

2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from
Pyongyang, looking very much like the travelers in this picture. They
made the trip to Seoul in five days by getting up at 4:30 in the
morning and moving steadily until seven in the evening. They had ten
chairmen, three horsemen, three chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in
chairs and the baggage (including a wedding cake shipped all the way
from San Francisco) was on ponies.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the wedding because
American marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident
American Minister (ambassador) . Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899
was their good friend, Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just
five years before Moffett as the first resident Protestant missionary
in that country, and had later been .persuaded to become American
ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Yun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protes-
tant missionary in Korea is correct. But the Koreans have always been
one step ahead of the missionary. The man in the center of this
picture, Suh Sang-Yun, had been converted in Manchuria before the
missionaries arrived and came back to bring the Gospel to his own
people a whole year before Allen landed.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just
become the first Western country to establish diplomatic relations
with Korea. The first United States government minister to Korea had
arrived two years earlier, in 1882. He was General Lucius Foote. The
title, General, came from service in the Civil War somewhat remote
from the field of battle. He had defended California against the
forces of the Confederacy - as aide to the governor. But his service
in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American official
had brought his wife, the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul.
Queen Min was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign
woman looked like.

1



8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair to bring Mrs. Foote
to the palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been
concerned about the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal
Family - but one other matter had been worrying her even more. There
was no western doctor in Korea, and she was something of a

hypochondriac. So when Allen appeared, General Foote told him,
"Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It's a closed land. But if
you'll be physician at the United States legation we'll let you stay."

9. Kim Ok-Kiun). About two months after Allen's arrival all hell
broke loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his
progressive friends invited their major rivals, the dominant conserva-
tive party leaders, to a banquet.

10. (Min Yong-Ik) . The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min
Yong-Ik, cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired assassins
broke into the room, and attacked the conservatives. Prince Min,
slashed a numb er of places around his face and body, fell into the
arms of the shocked American diplomat, General Foote, who had also
been a guest at the banquet.

11. (Sedan Chairs) . Pulling himself together. General Foote told the
stunned guests that there was a doctor; a "miracle worker", at the
American Legation. A sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent
racing across the city to bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace
practitioners about to pour boiling pitch into the Prince's wounds to
stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen hesitated. He knew that once he touched
the royal body he would be held responsible. But then because he was
a doctor and a Christian he set desperately to work. For three months
the Prince hovered between life and death. . .

.

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family
turned to Allen and asked what reward they could give him. "Let me
open a hospital", he said. And his request was granted. This was the
first legally permitted Christian institution ever to open its doors
in the Hermit Kingdom , as the closed land of Korea had been known.

13. (Underwood) . On Easter Sunday, 1885, another Presbyterian
missionary, the first clergyman, arrived in Korea. He came with the
first Methodist couple. Though stationed in Seoul, he made long trips
far into the interior of the country doing pioneer evangelism and
calling little groups of new believers to establish churches. Mrs.
Underwood, a medical doctor, and their little son, Horace, often went
with him.

14. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett,
arrived five years later, it was still forbidden by the Korean govern-
ment to preach the Christian faith openly, and missionaries were not
allowed to live outside the safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and
Pusan.
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15. (Moffett Korean clothes) . After a few months teaching in the
boys' school (a kind of orphanage) already started by the Presbyterian
missionaries in Seoul, Moffett felt more and more certain that the
Lord was calling him to push out into the forbidden interior of the
country and spend long periods of time there, trying to establish a
residence outside the treaty ports for the sake of the Gospel. So, he
set off, despite all warnings to explore the land, dressing sometimes
in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

16. (Pyeng-Yang) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang,
a city so old that its walls had been built in the days of David and
Solomon. It was famous for its street mobs and tiger hunters.

17. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alone and unarmed,
a mob quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East
Gate

.

18. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first
recovering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, than boldly
renting this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had
been attacked by the mob. He was the first Protestant missionary to
establish long-term residence in all of North Korea.

19. (Bell). He gathered a little band of converts—one of the best
of them a transformed saloon keeper. They built a church, complete
with bell brought in by ox-cart. That church became the "mother of
churches" as church growth exploded throughout all that part of North
Korea

.

20. (Seminary graduation) . He started a little seminary. And
sixteen years after he first made a trip of exploration into northern
Korea the seminary graduated its first class. The women watched the
ceremony in the white head-coverings traditional in the North. They
had to sit behind a screen in the L-shaped church. Korean social
custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

21. (Presbytery) . Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed
a Presbytery. And since already the number of potential Korean
ministers and elders outnumbered the missionaries, the presbytery
proceeded to ordain the Koreans, and turned the church over to them.
It became the independent, self-governing, self-supporting
Presbyterian Church of Korea.

22. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first
seven graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a

caucus. They were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first
Korean ordained ministers. As they met together they came to a
consensus. "Ministers are not enough," they said. "A real church
must have missionaries, also." Then they all began looking at the
thick-set man standing on the right in the back row.
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23.

(Yi Kui-Poong) . And still looking hard at him, they said, "You

• stoned the first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He
was the man who had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the
streets 16 years before. Now a committed Christian, he was about to
become one of the church's first Korean ministers. "And," his
classmates told him, "We are going to send you as our first
missionary.

"

24.

(Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked into
Presbytery, and the moderator, who happened to be the missionary Mr.
Yi had stoned, laid his hands in ordination upon the young man who had
stoned him. Then they sent him off as the first missionary of the
Korean Presbyterian Church to a strange island off the southern coast,
with an alien culture. And there he, too, was stoned.

Those were great missionary beginnings. But when the or-
ganized Korean church grew out of the work of the pioneer missionaries
some changes began to take place in the patterns of missionary work.
From that time on, the support and government of the church shifted
steadily into capable Korean hands. But though the work of the
missionaries began to change, it certainly did not mean that their
work was finished, as so many are saying today.

There is no doubt that times have changed. Just look back at
Korea 100 years ago.

25. (Old Seoul). Back when the pioneer missionaries arrived Korea's
capital city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of about 150,000 people.
Westerners complained about the dirty streets.

26. (New Seoul). Today it is a city of 9 1/2 million — subways,
sky-scrapers, and looping elevated highways — one of the ten largest
cities in the world. And much cleaner than New York.

27. (Moffett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to
the end of his days. "It would take me too fast past too many people
I want to talk to," he said. So he walked.

28. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting
country churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.

29. (Mattie Ingold). - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony -
like Mattie Ingold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in
the name of the great physician to the countryside.

30. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways,
railroads and airlines has so improved communications that no part of
South Korea is much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.
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31. (DMZ) . But one part of Korea is now forbidden territory - the
very part where my husband was born and where his father had gone as a
pioneer missionary. There had once been so many Christians up there
in the north that stores no longer stayed open on Sundays for lack of
trade and the old rough city of Pyengyang was re-named "Jerusalem" by
the Christians because it had become a city of churches. But now the
whole of North Korea has been forced under the iron control of an
uncompromising Communist government. It was once the home of 2/3 of
all Korea's Christians. But now its 19 million people are blocked,
behind the tightest border in the world (the DMZ, or demilitarized
zone)

, from all contact with the good news of Jesus Christ.

32. (Palace girls). In the early days even the problems, if they
weren't cruel, had an appealing storybook character to them. Like the
day, soon after Dr. Allen had opened that first hospital, when the
King sent over a regal gift, a bevy of dancing girls. The ruffled
missionary was about to refuse, when his wife stopped him. "You can't
send them back," she said, "they're a royal gift." "But what will I

do with them?" Dr. Allen protested. "Train them as nurses," said his
practical wife.

33. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but
today many of them are Christians. They have founded one of the most
unusual churches I've ever seen. It's called the Entertainers'
Church.

34. (Comedians). The two men here are elders in that church. They
are the most famous comedians in Korea. Their pictures appear on
giant posters at subway entrances all over the city of Seoul. One of
our students at the Presbyterian seminary in Korea decided to take as
his field of mission the whole entertainment industry. He knew some
performers. "They have enormous talents," he said, "but empty
hearts .

"

35. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today
each Sunday more than 200 people from script writers to movie and
television stars gather for worship at the Entertainers' Church. And
at prayer meetings and Bible study groups some of the most famous
talents in the country gather for a time of quiet and meditation.

36. (Country Church) . The first two tiny Protestant congregations
had just been organized when Sam's father arrived. Little country
churches like this, which are fast being replaced now by more sturdy
buildings, are a reminder of the days of beginnings.

37. (Sorai Church). But two years after he moved into the interior -

into North Korea, Koreans began to build their own churches. This is

the first church built entirely by Koreans with their own money. It
was built in 1894.
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38. (Yong-Nak aerial). Today there are over 5000 Protestant churches
in the city of Seoul, alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The
largest Presbyterian church, though not the largest church in Seoul,
is the Yong Nak Church.

39. (Dr. Han). Yong nak church was founded 42 years ago, in 1947, by
a refugee pastor from North Korea, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han, shown here
preaching. He began with just 27 members, all of them refugees from
the Communist take-over in North Korea.

40. (Yong Nak court). Today this church has some 65,000 members.
Some people have congratulated my husband on his big church,
mistakenly thinking that this must be where the missionary preaches.
No, these Korean churches are not served by missionary pastors. They
have had their own Korean ministers since the early part of this
century.

41. (Interpreting) . At this church, however, a missionary does serve
as interpreter for any English-speaking guests who may be present for
worship. The pastor preaches in Korean to his congregation and from a
booth in the church basement the voice of the interpreter is channeled
into earphones through a simultaneous translation service at two of
the four Sunday worship services.

42. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge
attendance - even with four identical services each Sunday (the first
one beginning at 7:30 a.m.), they pipe the service in via closed-
circuit television to a large chapel and several auditoriums nearby
People who come after the main sanctuary is filled at each service
participate in worship with a T-V screen at the front.

43. (Dr. & Mrs. Lee Sang-Geun) . Korea now has more Presbyterians
than there are in the United States - over four million. This is Dr.
Lee, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in Taegu, with his wife.
Taegu, a city of 1 1/2 - 2 million people has more Presbyterian
churches than the city of Philadelphia.

44. (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in the north
in the early days by the missionary.

45. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today, rebuilt by the
Korean church in South Korea after the communists occupied the north
and made it inaccessible.

46. (Dr. Rhee) . Its president today, of course, is a Korean, not a
missionary. Dr. Rhee, its president emeritus, is one of Asia's
outstanding theologians.

47. (Students). The seminary has sixteen hundred students today at
several different levels of preparation from post high-school to post-
college and graduate study.
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48. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students
all have field work. Some of them work in one of the worst slums in
Seoul. They found that Christian work in the slums doesn't begin in a
church. There was no church.

49. (Day Care Center). So the students began by building a community
center - a day care center like this, so the mothers could work and
earn a little money. They talked the men into starting an "own-your-
own home" campaign.

50. (Slum Church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own
their homes. They're people now, not squatters. And along with their
homes they wanted to build a little church, for many of them were
becoming Christians as the students told them of the transforming love
and power of Jesus Christ.

51. (Sam Park) . All over the country the Korean church has its own
leaders in this kind of practical demonstration of Christ's love. One
of our seminary graduates, who had a degree in dentistry before coming
to seminary, started a Boys' Town 300 miles south of Seoul for the
waifs and beggar boys that society rejects.

52. (Harry Holt). Harry Holt, shown here, opened his eyes and his
heart to the plight of orphans after the devastation of the Korea War.
He was an Oregon farmer who, after the armistice was signed, decided
to go and look at the situation first-hand. The first thing he did
was to adopt seven orphans into his own family. And by the devotion
and hard work of Mr. and Mrs. Holt, homes were opened in this country
and in Europe for thousands more.

53. (Chongsin) . Christians go where the need is. The early
missionaries started schools for girls, because in Korean society
girls weren't considered worth educating.

54. (Ewha) . How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest
Women's University in the world - a Christian school.

55. (Evelyn Koh) . Seoul has two Christian universities for women.
This is Dr. Evelyn Koh, president of Seoul Woman's University. She is
a famous sociologist, highly respected in all circles. A few years
ago she was invited to attend an international conference of
Sociologists in Moscow - the first South Korean ever invited to an
academic conference in the Soviet Union. She reluctantly sent her
regrets. "I've just enrolled in the Bethel Bible Class training
program - and I promised when I started that I would not miss a single
session," she explained. "Besides," she told me privately, "I want my
students to take Bible study very seriously. And how will they do so
unless I set the example."
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56. (Esther Park). Esther Park, president of the National YWCA of
Korea for many years, is another great Christian leader who has had an
enormous influence on the nation and its people. It would be hard to
calculate the impact of the YWCA on the improved life of Korean women
and on Korean home-life.

57. (Chou Sun-Ae) . And just a few years ago the Presbyterian
Seminary in Seoul startled Korea's educational circles by naming Mrs.
Chou Sun-Ae (standing at the right in this picture) as Dean of the
Seminary's Graduate School. She is the first woman ever elected to
such a high position in anything but a school for women in Korea.

58. (Bible Club). Now it is not the women so much as the poor who
are neglected; - particularly at a time when so many Koreans are doing
so well in a rapidly-expanding economy. Christians have a network of
schools for the underprivileged called Bible Clubs.

59. (Bible Club School). In these Bible Club schools the children of
the slums and factories and depressed rural areas who can't afford the
government schools (for there is no free public schooling beyond
primary level) , find their only chance for education. There are
between 40,000 and 50,000 children enrolled in the Bible Clubs.

60. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education.
It is a book they want to read - even beside a country road. Through
it they come to know and follow Jesus Christ.

61. (Early Christians) . This picture shows a group of early
Christians in Seoul. In fact, you see here almost all the Christian
men in the entire city of Seoul when Dr. Samuel A. Moffett first
arrived.

62. (Crusade). In that same city 83 years later (in 1973) an
evangelistic crusade drew the largest single crowd ever before
assembled anywhere in the world in one place to hear the preaching of
the gospel. Over a million people came at one time on the final day
to hear Dr. Billy Graham.

63. (Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected
to do more than evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church
was its emphasis on Bible study for all Christians, not just
ministers. This is a Women's Bible Class 55 years ago. Some of those
women had walked 40 miles just to learn more of God's Word.

64. (Yong-nak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may
come to class by subway or bus, taxi or private car, but there are
Bible classes like this in most Korean churches, the YM and YWCA and
many other places every week.
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65. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers. They
are missionaries. Like that first graduating seminary class, they
know that real churches have more than ministers and Bible teachers,
they also have missionaries. Here, Mr. Kwak, the Korean church's
Director of Evangelism is pointing out to the Stated Clerk of the
Korean General Assembly where the church has its Korean missionaries
today, from Ethiopia and Gambia, to Thailand and Brazil.

66. (Elijah Gergan) . And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way
process. This is Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary
teacher of the Dalai Lama. He came to Seoul to enroll in ACTS (Asian
Center for Theological Studies and Missions) , a post-seminary training
course. Why did he come all the way to Korea from the edge of the top
of the world? He came to learn from the Korean church how churches
grow. But more than that.

67. (Chu Sun-Dong). He came also to challenge that church not to
become turned in upon itself and complacent. That challenge is being
heard. Here is a young Korean, Mr. Chu, preparing to go with his
family to Guam. The day of third-world missions is here. And
missions will never be the same.

68. (Nepal). It is true that the church is growing fast in Korea.
It doubles in numbers of professed Christians almost every decade and
has done so for the past forty years. But Asia as a whole is still
the great unreached continent. Half of all the world's people live in
Asia. But of that half, no more than 3% are Christians.

69. (India). Take India, for example, which has a relatively high
number of Christians - 27 million. But what is 27 million in a total
population of about 680 million? That's about 4%.

70. (Thailand). Or Thailand, which is still 92.1% Buddhist after
more than 150 years of faithful missionary witness. Christians
represent only 1.6% of the people of Thailand.

71. (2 priests) . Or Nepal - where public proclamation of the gospel
is forbidden and a person is not allowed to change his religion. Just
to baptize a convert can bring a sentence of six years in jail.

72. (Indo-Nepali woman). But where, also, there is no law against
private one-on-one witness to those who have not heard the good news,
and where in just thirty-five years more than 30,000 Nepali people
have come to know Jesus Christ.

73. (Mt. Fuji). Another one of the many beautiful countries of Asia
is Japan. It is also one of the most successfully materialist
countries in the world. There was a higher percentage of Christians
in Japan 350 years ago than there is today. Only one in one hundred
Japanese is a Christian.
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74. (Shop Scene). Just south of Japan is the beautiful island of
Taiwan. There the percentage of Christians is high for Asia. But
still they number only 7.4% of the total population. 43% are Buddhist
and 48.5% follow Chinese folk religions.

75. (Traditional funeral). What can we say about mainland China?
1/4 of all the people in the world live there. Since the re-opening
of contact with the Western world within the last few years, and after
30 years of persecution of Christians, suddenly we find more Chinese
Christians today than there were when the Communists closed the
country back in 1949. It is impossible to say what percentage of
China is Christian today, but one educated guess is that there are 50
million Christians there now. But there are one billion Chinese.

76. (Muslim at prayer). Or go to the other end of Asia, to Syria,
which is part of one of the other great unreached blocks - the Muslim
world. There are over 700 million Muslims in Asia - fiercely opposed
to the Christian faith.

77. (Street scene in Damascus). Most Asians, whether in Muslim
lands, or in China, whether members of Hindu castes, Buddhists or
followers of tribal religions, have never heard an effective presenta-
tion of the Gospel of Christ and have never seen, much less read, a
Bible. What I want you to understand is that although the way in
which missionaries do their work today has changed, especially in
places where the national churches are now strong, still there is ever
so much unfinished work to be done all over the world. The challenge
is as clear as ever to "Go into all the world and make disciples of
all peoples. And that Great Commission still includes Presbyterians.
Our work is far from finished.

Eileen F. and Samuel H. Moffett
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CHANGING PATTERNS IN MISSION
by Eileen and Sam Moffett

1. (Moffetts) . S . A. Moffett and Alice Fish were married in Seoul,
Korea on June 1, 1899. He had come to Korea in 1890, and she, a
medical doctor, in 1897.
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2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from
Pyongyang, looking very much like the travelers in this picture. They
made the trip to Seoul in five days by getting up at 4:30 in the
morning and moving steadily until seven in the evening. They had ten
chairmen, three horsemen, three chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in
chairs and the baggage (including a wedding cake shipped all the way
from San Francisco) was on ponies.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the wedding because
American marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident
American Minister (ambassador) . Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899
was their good friend, Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just
five years before Moffett as the first resident Protestant missionary
in that country, and had later been persuaded to become American
ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Yun) . To say that Allen was the first resident
Protestant missionary in Korea is correct. But the Koreans have
always been one step ahead of the missionary. The man in the center
of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun, had been converted in Manchuria before
the missionaries arrived and came back to bring the Gospel to his own
people a whole year before Allen landed.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just
become the first Western country to establish diplomatic relations
with Korea. The first United States government minister to Korea had
arrived two years earlier, in 1882. He was General Lucius Foote. The
title, General, came from service in the Civil War somewhat remote
from the field of battle. He had defended California against the
forces of the Confederacy - as aide to the governor. But his service
in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American official
had brought his wife, the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul.
Queen Min was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign
woman looked like.



8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair to bring Mrs. Foote
to the palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been
concerned about the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal
Family - but one other matter had been worrying her even more. There
was no western doctor in Korea, and she was something of a
hypochondriac. So when Allen appeared, General Foote told him,
"Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It's a closed land. But if
you'll be physician at the United States legation we'll let you stay."

9. Kim Ok-Kiun) . About two months after Allen's arrival all hell
broke loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his
progressive friends invited their major rivals, the dominant
conservative party leaders, to a banquet.

10. (Min Yong-Ik) . The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min
Yong-Ik, cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired assassins
broke into the room, and attacked the conservatives. Prince Min,
slashed a number of places around his face and body, fell into the
arms of the shocked American diplomat, General Foote, who had also
been a guest at the banquet.

11. (Sedan Chairs) . Pulling himself together, General Foote told the
stunned guests that there was a doctor; a "miracle worker", at the
American Legation. A sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent
racing across the city to bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace
practitioners about to pour boiling pitch into the Prince's wounds to
stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen hesitated. He knew that once he touched
the royal body he would be held responsible. But then because he was
a doctor and a Christian he set desperately to work. For three months
the Prince hovered between life and death....

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family
turned to Allen and asked what reward they could give him. "Let me
open a hospital", he said. And his request was granted. This was the
first legally permitted Christian institution ever to open its doors
in the Hermit Kingdom , as the closed land of Korea had been known.

13. (Underwood). On Easter Sunday, 1885, another Presbyterian
missionary, the first clergyman, arrived in Korea. He came with the
first Methodist couple. Though stationed in Seoul, he made long trips
far into the interior of the country doing pioneer evangelism and
calling little groups of new believers to establish churches. Mrs.
Underwood, a medical doctor, and their little son, Horace, often went
with him.
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14. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett,
arrived five years later, it was still forbidden by the Korean govern-
ment to preach the Christian faith openly, and missionaries were not
allowed to live outside the safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and
Pusan.
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15. (Moffett Korean clothes). After a few months teaching in the
boys ' school (a kind of orphanage) already started by the Presbyterian
missionaries in Seoul, Moffett felt more and more certain that the
Lord was calling him to push out into the forbidden interior of the
country and spend long periods of time there, trying to establish a
residence outside the treaty ports for the sake of the Gospel. So, he
set off, despite all warnings to explore the land, dressing sometimes
in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

16. (Pyeng-Yang) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang,
a city so old that its walls had been built in the days of David and
Solomon. It was famous for its street mobs and tiger hunters.

17. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alone and unarmed,
a mob quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East
Gate.

18. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first
recovering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, than boldly
renting this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had
been attacked by the mob. He was the first Protestant missionary to
establish long-term residence in all of North Korea.
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19. (Bell). Moffett gathered a little band of converts—one of the
best of them a transformed saloon keeper. They built a churchy
complete with bell brought in by ox-cart. That church became the
"mother of churches" as church growth exploded throughout all that
part of North Korea. &<|U_ v* -Us x t-U 4 Ju..
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20. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And
sixteen years after he first made a trip of exploration into northern
Korea the seminary graduated its first class. The women watched the
ceremony in the white head-coverings traditional in the North. They
had to sit behind a screen in the L-shaped church. Korean social
custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

21. (Presbytery) . Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed
a Presbytery. And since already the number of potential Korean
ministers and elders outnumbered the missionaries, the presbytery
proceeded to ordain the Koreans, and turned the church over to them.
It became the independent, self-governing, self-supporting
Presbyterian Church of Korea. V« ’ fret, *4 ^ -T«.

22. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first
seven graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a

caucus. They were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first
Korean ordained ministers. As they met together they came to a

consensus. "Ministers are not enough," they said. "A real church
must have missionaries, also." Then they all began looking at the
thick-set man standing on the right in the back row.
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23. (Yi Kui-Poong) . And still looking hard at him, they said, "You
stoned the first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He
was the man who had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the
streets 16 years before. Now a committed Christian, he was about to
become one of the church's first Korean ministers. "And," his
classmates told him, "We are going to send you as our first
missionary.

"

24. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked into
Presbytery, and the moderator, who happened to be the missionary Mr.
Yi had stoned, laid his hands in ordination upon the young man who had
stoned him. Then they sent him off as the first missionary of the
Korean Presbyterian Church to a strange island off the southern coast,
with an alien culture. And there he, too, was stoned.
Ztf & C f-wT \Cg\ju+- .

Those were great missionary beginnings. But when the or-
ganized Korean church grew out of the work of the pioneer missionaries
some changes began to take place in the patterns of missionary work. f

From that time on, the support and government of the church shifted
steadily into capable Korean hands. But though the work of the
missionaries began to change, it certainly did not mean that their
work was finished, as so many are saying today.

There is no doubt that times have changed. Just look back
at Korea 100 years ago.

25. (Old Seoul). Back when the pioneer missionaries arrived Korea's
capital city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of about 150,000 people.
Westerners complained about the dirty streets.

26. (New Seoul). Today it is a city of 9 1/2 million — subways,
sky-scrapers, and looping elevated highways — one of the ten largest
cities in the world. And much cleaner than New York.

27. (Motfett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to
the end of his days. "It would take me too fast past too many people
I want to talk to," he said. So he walked,

28. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting
country churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.

29. (Mattie Ingold). - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony -

like Mattie Ingold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in
the name of the great physician to the countryside.

30. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways,
railroads and airlines has so improved communications that no part of
South Korea is much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.
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(Mourners at palace). Hundreds of his people, in mourning
white, came to pay their respects at the palace gate.
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(Grave-site). The graveside ceremonies were elaborately
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(Sunjong) . The son, ex-puppet-emperor Sunjong, paid his
last public respects to his late father, and the 26th
king of a dynastic line stretching back to 100 years
before Columbus was interred in the earth.

(Demonstration) . But the death of their last real king
stirred the Korean people to one of the most moving
non-violent mass demonstrations for freedom in modern
times. Thousands Jammed the SityxKaii plaza in front
of the palace shouting "Tae Han Tongnip Mansei" (Hurrah
£or Korean Independence
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( Eieiiwmslu?^tl^n ) . Crowds continued the demonstrations .

insistently non-v.lolent despite the increasingly brutal
.attempts of the Japanese police to que&l the uprising.

t

(Prisoners). Prisoners were arrested, often beaten and
clubbed into sensibility, quickly tried and sentenced. /
Th i s grou^^l'^'^elng led back to prison from their trial.
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(Women) . Anxious groups of women gathered outside the
prisons seeking word of their men, or bringing food

v to,, those they had found.

(Shops). Korean shops all through Seoul were closed
in silent protest, and Japanese patrols moved warily
through the streets.

(Sentry). The Japanese-organized police force numbered
one to every uS hundred Koreans, but it was not enough.

/ » The army had to be called in.

(Yi Sang-Chae). ^Y^Sang-Chae, Korean Secretary of the
Young Men’s Kbroah Association was taken in for
questioning. "Do you know who is at the head of the
movement?" he was asked. "Yes", he said calmly. "Who?
Tell us who, "they shouted. "God is at the head of it,"
he said, "and 20 million Koreans are behind him."

/k.

)V

jattT (Execution

)
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and pictures like this
beK: 'they swe-.of dcrafa fc-

were ^enough personally witnessed

Cases ^were reported
circulated of public exep^^tions t bwt

'

>
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(Dying). But there were A<

Instances of terror and sickening brutality— like
this man thrown out of prison to die^oelng carried
a mission hospltc.1 by frlends-#-

JU+3 . (Schofield <!* McCune) . .-W turn*Jthe missionary community
s aJ^rleaPt ,

-f-nom strict neutrality, to active sympathy,
if not direct involvement. Schofield and McCune were
singled out for virulent attacks in the Japanese pres
for aiding the "rebels".

X?
to

l$i (U.S. Paper). Schofield had sent pictures and direct reports
of Japanese atrocities to the Japanese press; others
got word to the States, where their reports received
banner headlines.

/ 3^. v*5»- ( Cheam-n-1 ) . H. H. Underwood personally verified the burning
of a church and massacre of a congregation in Cheamnl,
eEiffifer.&t police protests.

At;r

51 j Cks WUsJ
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(Mowry). Eli Mowry, of Soongsil College in Pyengyang,
was the only American actually imprisoned for partici-
pation in the Independence Movement. He had given
refuge to some of his students fleeing the police
terror, and was marched off to trial under a "prisoner's
basket"

.

U+7, (Edict). The white clothes of mourning worn for the
king's funeral became a kind of badge and symbol of
the Independence Movement. So fcbe police tried to
forbid it. "Koreans may not wear white clothes, by
order of the authorities", reads this sign.

ni. p*e.

Xv 1
3l ' i*9.

fc>

1
y)

(News). It was largely ignored, and the unrest continued
fueled by the clandestine distribution of hundreds of
underground ^Independence Newspapers" like this. All
mimeographs and copiers were ordered confiscated, but
the papers kept coming out.

(Hhee). On April 10,
• meeting in Shanghai

1919, Korean nationalist leaders
formed a Korean government- in-

exile. They elected as Prime Minister Syngman Rhee,
no longer the top-knotted, imprisoned radical whom
you saw in an earlierplc ture

,
but now a young

graduate of Prince tonwi th a Ph.D. from VJoodrow
Wilson himself. ^

But hi wuulfl ±*<? many long years before
would return to Korea. Bom 0 n trb ra 1 1 on 0—0 on tlmw d A n La*1 -

ly
,
-but •Kor e a--=wcu 1 rl—iofr b>» for e

a.
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CHANGING PATTERN S IN MISSION
by Eileen and Sam Moffett

1. (Moffetts). S.A. Moffett amd Alice Fish were married in Seoul., Korea or,

dure 1, 1899. He had come to Korea in 1890, and she, a medical doctor, in

1897. (Her great-grandfather, a minister, had graduated from Princeton in the

class of 1775).

2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from Pyongyang,

looking very much like the travelers in this picture. They made the trip to

Seoul in five days by getting up at 4:30 in the morning and moving steadily

until seven in the evening. They had ten chairmen, three horsemen, three

chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The mer rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in chairs

and the baggate (including a wedding cake shipped all the way from San

Francisco) was cn pories.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the wedding because American
marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident American
Minister (ambassador). Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899 was their good
friend, Pr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just five years before
Moffett as the first resident Protestant missionary in that country, and had

later been persuaded to become American ambassador.

5. (Suh Sanc-Yun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protestant
missionary in Korea is correct. Eut the Koreans have always been ore step
ahead, of the missionary. The man in the center of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun,
had been converted in Manchuria before the missionaries arrived and came back

to bring the Gospel to his own people a whole year before Allen landed.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just become
the first Western country to establish diplomatic relations with Korea. The
first United States government minister to Korea had arrived two years
earlier, in 1882. He was General Lucius Foote. The title, General, came from
service in the Civil War somewhat remote from the field of battle. He had
defended California against the forces of the Confederacy - as aide to the
governor. But his service in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). Ihe Korean Queen was told that the American official had
brought his wife, the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul. Queen Min
was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign woman looked like.

8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair to bring Mrs. Foote to the
palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been concerned about
the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal Family - but one other
matter had been worrying her ever more. There was no western doctor in Korea,
anG she was something of a hypochondriac . Sc when Allen appeared, General
Foote told him, "Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It's a closed land.
But if ycu'll be physician at the United States legation we 'll let you stay."

9. (Kim Ok-Kiun). About two months after Allen's arrival all hell broke
loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his progressive
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friends invited their major rivals, the dominant conservative party leaders,
to a barcuet.

10. (Min Yong-Ik). The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min Yorg-Ik,
cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired assassins broke into the room,
and attacked the conservatives. Prince Min, slashed a number of places around
his face and body, fell into the arms of the shocked American diplomat,
General Foote, who had also been a guest at the banquet.

11. (Sedan Chairs). Pulling himself together, General Foote told the stunned
guests that there was a doctor; a "miracle worker", at the American Legation.
A sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent racing across the city to
bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace practitioners about to pour
boiling pitch into the Prince's wounds to stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen
hesitated. He knew that once he touched the royal body he would be held
responsible. But then because he was a doctor and a Christian he set
desperately to work. For three months the Prince hovered between life and
death

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family turned to

Allen and asked what reward they could give him. "Let me open a hospital", he

said. And his request was granted. This was the first legally permitted
Christian institution ever to open its doors in the Hermit Kingdom, as the

been known.closed land
r

0> 'tit- 2h- CXSJU^

of Korea had been known.
^

—

13.

(Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett arrived
four years and several other missionaries later, it was still forbidden to

preach the Christian faith openly, and missionaries were restricted to the

safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and Pusan.

14. (Moffett Korean clothes). He was determined, however, to open up the

forbidden interior, and set off despite all warnings to explore the land,

dressing in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

15. (Pyeng-Yang ) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang, a city

so old that its walls had been built in the days of David and Solomon. It was

famous for its street mobs and tiger hunters.

16.

(PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alone and unarmed, a mob

quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East Gate.

17. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first

recovering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, then boldly renting

this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had been attacked by

the mob. He was the first Protestant missionary to establish long-term

residence in all of North Korea.

18. (Bell). He gathered a little band of converts--one of the best of them a

transformed saloon keeper. They built a church, complete with bell brought in

by ox-cart. That church became the "mother of churches" as church growth

exploded throughout all that part of North Korea.

IS. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And sixteen .years

after he first made a trip of exploration into northern Korea the seminary
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graduated its first class. The women watched the ceremony in the white

head-coverings traditional in the North. They had to sit behind a screen in

the L-shaped church. Korean social custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

20. (Presbytery). Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed a

Presbytery. AnG since already the number of potential Korean ministers and

elders outnumbered the missionaries, the presbytery proceeded to ordain the

Koreans, and turned the church over to them. It became the independent,
self-governing, self-supporting Presbyterian Church of Korea.

21. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first seven

graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a caucus. They
were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first Korean ordained
ministers. Ps they met together they came to a concensus. "Ministers are not

enough, they said. "A real church must have missionaries, also." Then they
all began looking at the thick-set man standing on the right in the back row.

22. ((Yi Kui-Poong). And still looking hard at him, they said, "You stoned
the first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He was the man who
had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the streets 16 years before. Now
a committed Christian, he was about to become one of the church's first Korean
ministers. "Prd," his classmates told him, "We are going to send you as our
first missionary".

23. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked into Presbytery,
and the moderator, who happened to be the missionary Mr. Yi had stoned, laia
his hands in ordination upon the young man who had stoned him. Then they sent
him off as the first missionary of the Korean Presbyterian Church to a strange
island off the southern coast, with an alien culture. And there he, too, was
stoned.

Those were great missionary beginnings. But when the organized
Korean church grew out of the work of the pioneer missionaries seme changes
began to take place. From that time on, the growth and government of that
church shifted steadily to capable Korean hands.

Well, that's the romantic, heroic side of missions. But times have
changed.

24. (Seoul, old). Back when the first missionaries arrived Korea's capital
city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of about 150,000 people. Westerners complained
about the dirty streets.

25. (Seoul, new). Today it is a city of 9i mi 11 ion--subways , sky-scrapers

,

and looping elevated highways -- one of the ten largest cities in the world.
And much cleaner than New York.

26. (Moffett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to the end
of his days. "It would take me too fast past too many people I want to talk
to", he said. So he walked.

27. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting country
churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.
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28. (Mattie Ingold) - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony - like
Mattie Irigold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing medicine in the name of
the great physician to the countryside.

29. (Super-highway). Today a busy modem retwork of superhighways , railroads
and airlines has so improved communications that no part of South Korea is

much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.

30. (DMZ). But ore part of Korea is still forbidden territory - the
Communist north. Once the home of 2/3 of Korea's Christians, its 19 million
people are barred, behind the tightest border in the world (the DMZ, or
demilitarized zone), from all contact with the good news of Jesus Christ.

31. (Palace girls). Tr the early days even the problems, if they weren't
cruel, had an appealing storybook character to them. Like the day, soon after
Dr. Allen had opened that first hospital, when the King sent over a regal
gift, a bevy of dancing girls. The ruffled missionary was about to refuse,
when his wife stopped him. "You can't send them back", she said, "they're a

royal gift." "But what will I do with them". Dr. Allen protested. "Train
them as nurses", said his practical wife.

32. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but today
many cf them are Christians. They have founded one of the most unusual
churches I've ever seen. It's called the Entertainers' Church.

33. (Comedians). The two men here are elders in that church. They are the

most famous comedians in Korea. Their pictures appear on giant posters at

subway entrances all over the city of Seoul. One of our students at the
Presbyterian seminary in Korea decided to take as his field of mission the
whole entertainment industry. He knew some performers. "They have enormous
talents", he said, "but empty hearts".

34. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today each
Sunday more than 200 people from script writers to movie and television stars

gather for worship at the Entertainers' Church. And at prayer meetings and
Bible study groups some cf the most famous talents in the country gather for a

time of quiet and meditation.

35. (Country Church). The first two tiny Protestant congregations had just

been organized when Sam's father arrived. Little country churches like this,

which are fast being replaced now by more sturdy buildings, are a reminder of

the days of beginnings.

36. (Sorai Church). Put two years after he moved into the interior - into

North Korea, Koreans began to build their own churches. This is the first

church built entirely by Koreans with their own money. It was built in 1894.

37. (Yong-Nak aerial). Today there are over 5000 Protestant churches in the

city cf Seoul, alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The largest Presbyterian

church, though not the largest church in Seoul, is the Yong Nak Church.

38. (Dr. Han). Yong-nak church was founded 38 years ago, in 1947, by a

refugee pastor from North Korea, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han, shown here preaching. He
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began with just 27 members, all of them refugees from the Communist take-over

in North Korea.

39. (Yong Nak court). Today this church has some 65,000 members. Some

people have congratulated my husband on his big church, mistakenly thinking

that this must be where the missionary preaches. No, these Korean churches

are not pastored by missionaries. They have their own Korean ministers.

40. (Interpreting). At this church, however, a missionary does interpret for

the Korean pastor for any English-speaking guests who may be present for

worship. This is done from a booth in the church basement. The voice of the

interpreter is channeled into earphones through a simultaneous translation
service at two of the four Sunday worship services.

41. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge

attendance - even with four identical services each Sunday (the first one

beginning at 7:30 a.m.), they pipe the service in via closed-circuit
television to a large chapel and several auditoriums nearby. People who come
after the main sanctuary is filled at each service participate in worship with
a T-V screen at the front.

42. (Dr. & Mrs. Lee Sang-Geun). Korea now has more Presbyterians than there
are in the United States - over four million. This is Dr. Lee, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church in Taegu, with his wife. Taegu, a city cf li-2
million people has more Presbyterian churches than the city of Philadelphia.

43. (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in the north in the
early days by the missionary.

44. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today, rebuilt by the Korean church
in South Korea after the communists occupied, the. north and made it

i naccessible.

45. (Dr. Rhee). Its president today, of course, is a Korean, not a

missionary. Dr. Jung-Sung Rhee is one of Asia's outstanding theologians.

46. (Students). The seminary has sixteen hundred students today at several
different levels of preparation from post high-school to post-college and
graduate study.

47. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students all
have field work. Some of them work in one of the worst slums in Seoul. They
found that Christian work in the slums doesn't begin in a church. There was
no church.

48. (Day Care Center). So the students began by building a community center
- a day care center like this, so the mothers could work and earn a little
money. They talked the men into starting an cwr-your-own home campaign.

49. (Slum Church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own their
homes. They're people now, not squatters. And along with their homes they
war.ted to build a little church, for many of them were becoming Christians as
the students told them of the transforming love and power of Jesus Christ.



50. (Sam Park). All over the country the Korean church has its own leaders
in this kind of practical demonstration of Christ's love. One of our seminary
graduates, Sam Park, has started a Boys' Town 300 miles south of Seoul for the
waifs and beggar beys that society rejects.

51. (Harry Holt). Harry Holt, shown here, opened his eyes and his heart to
the plight of orphans after the devastation of the Korea War. He was an
Oregon farmer who, after the armistice was signed, decided to go and look at
the situation first-hand. The first thing he did was to adopt seven orphans
into his own family. And by the devotion and hard work of Mr. and Mrs. Holt,
homes were opened in this country and in Europe for thousands more.

52. (Chongsin). Christians go where the need is. The early missionaries
started schools for girls, because in Korean society girls weren't considered
worth educating.

53. (Ewha). How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest Women's
University in the world - a Christian school.

54. (Evelyn Koh). Seoul has two Christian universities for women. This is

Dr. Evelyn Koh, president of Seoul Woman's University. She is a famous
sociologist, highly respected in all circles. A few years ago she was invited
to attend an international conference of Sociologists in Moscow - the first
South Korean ever invited to an academic conference in Soviet Russia. She

reluctantly sent her regrets. "I've just enrolled in the Bethel Bible Class
training program - and I promised when I started that I would not miss a

single session", she explained. "Besides", she told me privately, "I want my
students to take Bible study very seriously. And how will they do so unless I

set the example."

55. (Esther Park). Esther Park, president of the National YWCA of Korea for

many years, is another great Christian leader who has had an enormous
influence on the nation and its people. It would be hard to calculate the

impact of the YWCA on the improved life of Korean women and on Korean
home-1 i fe.

56. (Chu Sun-Ae). And just this year the Presbyterian Seminary in Secul

startled Korea's educational circles by naming Mrs. Chou Sun-Ae (standing at

right in this picture) as Dean of the Seminary's Graduate School . She is the

first woman ever elected to such a high position in anything but a school for

women in Korea.

57. (Bible Club). Now it is not the women but the poor who are neglected.

So Christians have a network of schools for the underprivi legea. They ere

called Bible Clubs.

58. (Bible Club School). In these Bible Club schools the children of the

slums and factories and depressed rural areas who can't afford the government

schools (for there is no free public schooling beyond primary level), find

their only chance for education. There are between 40,000 and 50,00C children

enrolled in the Bible Clubs.
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59. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education. It is a

beck they want to read - even beside a country road. Through it they come to

know and follow Jesus Christ.

60. (Early Christians). This picture shews a group of early Christians in

Seoul. In' fact, you see here almost all the Christian men in the entire city

of Secul when Or. Samuel A. Moffett first arrived.

61. (Crusade). In that same city 83 years later (in 1973) an evangelistic

crusade drew the largest single crowd ever before assembled anywhere in the

world in one place to hear the preaching of the gospel. Seme say there were

over a million people in that great

62. (Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected to do

more than evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church was its

emphasis on Bible study for all Christians, not just ministers. This is a

Women's Bible Class 55 years ago. Some of those women had walked 40 miles

just to learn more of God's Word.

63. (Yong-rak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may come to

class by subway or bus, taxi or private car, but there are Bible classes like

this in most Korean churches, the YM and YWCA and many other places every
wee k

.

64. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers. They are

missionaries. Like that first graduating seminary class, they know that real

churches have more than ministers and Bible teachers, they also have

missionaries. Here, Mr. Kwak, the Korean church's Director of Evangelism is

pointing out to the Stated Clerk of the Korean General Assembly where the
church has its Korean missionaries today, from Ethiopia and Gambia, to
Thailand and Brazil.

65. (Elijah Gergan). And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way process.
This is Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary teacher of the
Dalai Lama. He came to Seoul to enroll in ACTS (Asian Center for Theological
StuGies and Missions), a post-seminary training course. Why did he come all

the way to Korea from the edge of the top of the world? He came to learn from
the Korean church how churches grow. But more than that.

66. (Chu Sun-Dong). He came also to challenge that church not to become
turned in upon itself and complacent. That challenge is being heard. Here is

a young Korean, Mr. Chu, preparing to go with his family to Guam. The day of
third-world missions is here. And missions will never be the same.

67. (Nepal ). It is true that the church is growing fast in Korea. It

doubles in numbers of professed Christians almost every decade and has done so
for the past forty years. But Asia as a whole is still the great unreached
continent. Half of all the world's people live in Asia. But of that half, no
more than 3% are Christians.

68. (India). Take India, for example, which has a relatively high number of
Christians - 27 million. But what is 27 million in a total population of
about 680, COC? That's about 4%.
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69. (Thailand). Or Thailand, which is still 92.1% Euddhist after more than
150 years of f ai thful ,mi ssionary witness. Christians represent only 1.6% of
the people of Thailand.

70. (2 priests). Or Nepal - where public proclamation of the gospel is
prohibited, where it is forbidden to change one's religion, and where just to
baptize a convert can bring a sentence of six years in jail.

71. (Indo-Nepali woman). But where, also, there is rc law against private
one-on-one witness to those who have not heard the good news, anG where in

less than twenty-five years more than ten thousand Nepali people have come to
know Jesus Christ.

72. ( Mt . Fuji). Another one of the many beautiful countries ir; Asia is

Japer. It is also one of the most successfully materialist countries in the
world. There was a higher percentage of Christians in Japan 350 years ago
than there is today. Only one in one hundred Japanese is a Christian.

73. (Shop Scene). Just south of Japan is the beautiful island of Taiwan.
There the percentage of Christians is high for Asia. But still they number
only 7.4% of the total population. 43% are Buddhist and 48.5% follow Chinese
folk religions.

74. (Traditional funeral). What can we say about mainland China. The
population there is so great that even the margin of uncertainty about the

number of people who live there is greater than the known population of the

United States. This great nation which first received Christian missionaries
from Persia as early as the 7th century is now closed to missionaries like you
and me. It is one of the great blocs of the human race least open to the
gospel. But since the re-opening of contact with China within the last few

years, anc after 30 years of persecution of Christians there, suddenly we find

more Chinese Christians today than there were when the Communists closed the

country back in 1949. It is impossible to say what percentage of China is

Christian today, hut one educated guess is about .2%.

75. (Muslim at prayer). Or go to the ether end of Asia, to Syria - part of

one of the other great unreached blocks - the Muslim world. There are over

700 million Muslims in Asia - fiercely opposed to the Christian faith.

76. (Street scene in Damascus). Most Asians, whether in Muslim lands, in

China, members of Hindu castes, Buddhists or followers of tribal religions,

have never heard an effective presentation of the Gospel of Christ. Missions

have changed, but the missionary challenge still remains: "Go ye into al

1

the

world..." Our work is not finished.

Eileen and Samuel h. Moffett



CHANGING PATTERNS _IN MISSION
by Eileen and Sam Moffett

1. (Moffetts). S.A. Moffett amd Alice Fish were married in Seoul, Korea on

June 1, 1899. He had come to Korea in 1890, and she, a medical doctor, in

1897. (Her creat-grandfather , a minister, had graduated from Princeton in the

class of 1775)

.

2. (Swallen Party). The wedding party came down overland from Pyongyang,

looking very much like the travelers in this picture. They made the trip to

Seoul in five days by getting up at 4:30 in the morning and moving steadily

until seven in the evening. They had ten chairmen, three horsemen, three

chairs and three bicycles.

3. (Whitings). The men rode bicycles (or walked), the women were in chairs

and the baggate (including a wedding cake shipped all the way from San

Francisco) was on ponies.

4. (Allen). They had to come to Seoul for the wedding because American
marriages had to be performed in the presence of the Resident American
Minister (ambassador). Fortunately, the ambassador in 1899 was their good

friend, Dr. Horace Allen. He had arrived in Korea just five years before
Moffett as the first resident Protestant missionary in that country, and had

later been persuaded to become American ambassador.

5. (Suh Sang-Vun). To say that Allen was the first resident Protestant
missionary in Korea is correct. But the Koreans have always been one step
ahead of the missionary. The man in the center of this picture, Suh Sang-Yun,
had been converted in Manchuria before the missionaries arrived and came back
to bring the Gospel to his own people a whole year before Allen landed.

6. (Foote). When Allen arrived in 1884, the United States had just become
the first Western country to establish diplomatic relations with Korea. The
first United States government minister to Korea had arrived two years
earlier, in 1882. He was General Lucius Foote. The title, General, came from
service in the Civil War somewhat remote from the field of battle. He had
defended California against the forces of the Confederacy - as aide to the
governor. But his service in Korea proved to be far more important.

7. (Queen Min). The Korean Queen was told that the American official had
brought his wife, the first Western woman ever to arrive in Seoul. Queen. Min
was overcome with curiosity to find out what the foreign woman looked like.

8. (Mrs. Foote). She sent the royal sedan chair to bring Mrs. Foote to the
palace. On her way to meet the Queen Mrs. Foote may have been concerned about
the proper protocol in meeting a member of the Royal Family - but one other
matter had been worrying her even more. There was no western doctor in Korea,
and she was something of a hypochondriac . So when Allen appeared, General
Foote told him, "Missionaries are forbidden in Korea. It's a closed land.
But if you'll be physician at the United States legation we'll let you stay."

9. (Kim Ok-Kiun). About two months after Allen's arrival all hell broke
loose at the palace. Kim Ok-Kiun, the young reformer, and his progressive

!U L
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friends invited their major rivals, the dominant conservative party leaders,
to a banquet.

10. (Min Yong-Ik). The leader of the conservatives was Prince Min Yorg-Ik,
cousin of the queen. At a given signal, hired assassins broke into the room,
and attacked the conservatives. Prince Min, slashed a number cf places around
his face and body, fell into the arms of the shocked American diplomat,
General Foote, who had also been a guest at the banquet.

11. (Sedan Chairs). Pulling himself together, General Foote told the stunned
guests that there was a doctor; a "miracle worker", at the American Legation.
A sedan chair waiting outside the palace was sent racing across the city to
bring Dr. Allen. He arrived to find palace practitioners about to pour
boiling pitch into the Prince's wounds to stop the bleeding. Dr. Allen
hesitated. He knew that once he touched the royal body he would be held
responsible. But then because he was a doctor and a Christian he set
desperately to work. For three months the Prince hovered between life and
death

12. (Hospital). Then the fever broke, and a grateful royal family turned to

Allen and asked what reward they could give him. "Let me open a hospital", he

said. Ana his request was granted. This was the first legally permitted
Christian institution ever to open its doors in the Hermit Kingdom, as the

closed land of Korea had been known.

13. (Moffett). When another Presbyterian missionary, Samuel Moffett arrived
four years and several other missionaries later, it was still forbidden to

preach the Christian faith openly, and missionaries were restricted to the

safety of two treaty ports, Seoul and Pusan.

14. (Moffett Korear clothes). He was determined, however, to open up the

forbidden interior, and set off despite all warnings to explore the land,

dressing in Korean clothes to attract less notice.

15. (Pyeng-Yang) . He pushed north into the old capital of Pyengyang, a city

so old that its walls had beer built in the days of David and Solomon. It was

famous for its street mobs and tiger hunters.

16. (PY - East Gate). When a foreigner walked in, alore erd unarmed, a mob

quickly formed and stoned him in the streets near the old East Gate.

17. (PY first home). But rather than running away, he stayed, first

recovering from his wounds in a mud house near the river, then boldly renting

this house only a stone's throw from the gate where he had beer attacked by

the mob. He was the first Protestant missionary to establish long-term

residence in all of North Korea.

18. (Bell). He gathered a little band of converts--one of the best of them a

transformed saloon keeper. They built a church, complete with bell brought in

by ox-cart. That church became the "mother of churches" as church growth

exploded throughout all that part cf North Korea.

19. (Seminary graduation). He started a little seminary. And sixteen years

after he first made a trip of exploration into northern Korea the seminary
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graduated its first class. The women watched the ceremony in the white

head-coverings traditional in the North. They had to sit behind a screen in

the L-shaped church. Korean social custom still rigidly segregated the sexes.

20. (Presbytery) . Then the mission did a very wise thing. It formed a

Presbytery. Anc since already the number of potential Korean ministers and

eiders outnumbered the missionaries, the presbytery proceeded to ordain the

Koreans, and turned the church over to them. It became the independent,

self-governing, self-supporting Presbyterian Church of Korea.

21. (Graduates). It became self-propagating, too. When these first seven

graduates of the seminary came before presbytery they held a caucus. They

were a bit awed at the prospect of becoming the first Korear ordained
ministers. As they met together they came to a concensus. "Ministers are not

enough, they said. "A real church must have missionaries, also." Then they
all began looking at the thick-set man standing on the right in the back row.

22. ((Yi Kui-Poong). And still looking hard at him, they said, "You stored

the first missionary you ever saw." And they were right. He was the man who
had led the mob that stoned Sam's father in the streets 16 years before. Now

a committed Christian, he was about to become one of the church's first Korean
ministers. "And," his classmates told him, "We are going to send you as our
first missionary".

23. (Island). So with that decided, the seven men walked into Presbytery,
and the moderator, who happened to be the missionary Mr. Yi had stoned, laid
his hands in ordination upon the young man who had stoned him. Then they sent
him off as the first missionary of the Korean Presbyterian Church to a strange
island off the southern coast, with an alien culture. And there he, too, was
stoned.

Those were great missionary beginnings. But when the organized
Korean church grew out of the work of the pioneer missionaries some changes
began to take piece. From that time on, the growth and government of that
church shifted steadily to capable Korean hands.

Well, that's the romantic, heroic side of missions. But times hove
changed.

24. (Seoul, old). Back when the first missionaries arrived Korea's capital
city, Seoul, was a sleepy town of about 150,000 people. Westerners complained
about the dirty streets.

25. (Seoul, new). Today it is a city of 9| mi 11 ion—subways , sky-scrapers

,

and looping eievated highways -- one of the ten largest cities in the world.
And much cleaner than New York.

26. (Moffett & Gale). Sam's father refused to own an automobile to the end
of his days. "It would take me too fast past tcc many people I want to talk
to", he said. So he walked.

27. (Houseboat). Or sometimes he itinerated in a houseboat visiting country
churches up the great valley of the Taedong river.
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28. (Mattie Ingold) - and sometimes the missionaries went by pony - like
Mattie Ingold, a pioneer woman doctor, here bringing meaicine in the name of
the great physician to the countryside.

29. (Super-highway). Today a busy modern network of superhighways, railroads
and airlines has so improved communications that no part of South Korea is

much more than a 6-hour journey from any other part.

30. (DMZ). But cr.e port of Korea is still forbidden territory - the
Communist north. Once the home of 2/3 of Korea's Christians, its 19 million
people are barred, behind the tightest border in the world (the DMZ, or
demilitarized zone), from all contact with the good news of Jesus Christ.

31. (Palace girls). In the early days even the problems, if they weren't
cruel, had an appealing storybook character to them. Like the day, soon after
Dr. Allen had opened that first hospital, when the King sent over a regal
gift, a bevy of oancing girls. The ruffled missionary was about to refuse,
when his wife stopped him. "You can't send them back", she said, "they're a

royal gift." "But what will I do with them", Dr. Allen protested. "Train
them as nurses", said his practical wife.

32. (Entertainers Church). The entertainers are still with us, but today
many of them are Christians. They have founded one of the most unusual
churches I've ever seen. It's called the Entertainers' Church.

33. (Comedians). The two men here are elders in that church. They are the

most famous comedians in Korea. Their pictures appear on giant posters at

subway entrances all over the city of Seoul. One of our students at the
Presbyterian seminary in Korea decided to take as his field of mission the

whole entertainment industry, he knew some performers. "They have enormous
talents", he said, "but empty hearts".

34. (Prayer Meeting). He started with a little Bible class. Today each

Sunday more than 200 people from script writers to movie and television stars

gather for worship at the Entertainers ' Church. And at prayer meetings and

Bible study groups some of the most famous talents in the country gather for a

time of auiet and meditation.

35. (Country Church). The first two tiny Protestant congregations had just

been organized when Sam's father arrived. Little country churches like this,

which are fast being replaced now by more sturdy buildings, are a reminder of

the days of beginnings.

36. (Sorai Church). Put two years after he moved into the interior - into

North Korea, Koreans began to build their own churches. This is the first

church built entirely by Koreans with their own money. It was built in 1894.

37. (Yorig-Nak aerial). Today there are over 5000 Protestant churches in the

city of Seoul, alone. 2/3 of them are Presbyterian. The largest Presbyterian

church, though not the largest church in Seoul, is the Yong Nak Church.

38.

(Dr. Han). Yong-nak church was founded 38 years ago, in 1947, by a.

refugee pastor from North Korea, Dr. Kyung-Chik Han, shown here preaching. He
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began with just 27 members, all of them refugees from the Communist take-over

in North Korea.

39. (Yorig Nak court). Today this church has seme 65,000 members. Some

people have congratulated my husband on his big church, mistakenly thinking

that this must be where the missionary preaches. No, these Korean churches

are not pastored by missionaries. They have their own Korean ministers.

40. (Interpreting). At this church, however, a missionary does interpret for

the Korean pastor for any English-speaking guests who may be present for

worship. This is done from a booth in the church basement. The voice of the

interpreter is channeled into earphones through a simultaneous translation
service at two of the four Sunday worship services.

41. (Overflow). Since the sanctuary cannot begin to contain the huge
attendance - even with four identical services each Sunday (the first one
beginning at 7:30 a.m.), they pipe the service in via cl osea-ci rcui

t

television to a large chapel and several auditoriums nearby. People who come
after the main sanctuary is filled at each service participate in worship with
a T-V screen at the front.

42. (Dr. & Mrs. Lee Sang-Geun). Korea now has more Presbyterians than there
are in the United States - over four million. This is Dr. Lee, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church in Taegu, with his wife. Taegu, a city of H-2
million people has more Presbyterian churches than the city of Philadelphia.

43. (Old Seminary). This is the little seminary started in the north in the
early days by the missionary.

44. (New Seminary). This is the seminary today, rebuilt by the Korean church
in South Korea after the communists occupied the north and made it

inaccessible.

45. (Dr. Rhee). Its president today, of course, is a Korean, not a

missionary. Dr. Jung-Sung Rhee is one of Asia's outstanding theologians.

46. (Students). The seminary has sixteen hundred students today at several
different levels of preparation from post high-school to post-college and
graduate study.

47. (Slums). There is more to a seminary than classes. The students all

have field work. Some of them work in one of the worst slums in Seoul. They
found that Christian work in the slums doesn't begin in a church. There was
no church.

48. (Day Care Center). So the students began by building a community center
- a day care center like this, so the mothers could work and earn a little
money. They talked the men into starting an own-ycur-own home campaign.

49. (Slum Church). Today more than 500 of those slum families own their
homes. They're people now, not squatters. And along with their homes they
wanted to build a little church, for many of them were becoming Christians as
the students told them of the transforming love and power of Jesus Christ.

L
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50. (Sem Park). All over the country the Korean church has its own leaders
in this kind of practical demonstration of Christ's love. One of our seminary
graduates, Sam Park, has started a Boys' Town 300 miles south of Seoul for the
waifs and beggar boys that society rejects.

51. (Harry Holt). Harry Holt, shown here, opened his eyes and his heart to
the plight of orphans after the devastation of the Korea War. He was an

Oregon farmer who, after the armistice was signed, decided to go and look at
the situation first-hand. The first thing he did was to adopt seven orphans
into his own family. And by the devotion and hard work of Mr. and firs. Holt,
homes were opened in this country and in Europe for thousands more.

52. (Chongsin). Christians go where the need is. The early missionaries
started schools for girls, because in Korean society girls weren't considered
worth educating.

53. (Ewha). How that has changed! Today Korea has the largest Women's
University in the world - a Christian school.

54. (Evelyn Kch). Seoul has two Christian universities for women. This is

Dr. Evelyn Koh, president of Seoul Woman's University. She is a famous
sociologist, highly respected in all circles. A few years ago she was invited
to attend an international conference of Sociologists in Moscow - the first
South Korean ever invited to an academic conference in Soviet Russia. She

reluctantly sent her regrets. "I've just enrolled in the Bethel Bible Class
training program - and I promised when I started that I would not miss a

single session", she explained. "Besides", she told me privately, "I want my
students to take Bible study very seriously. And how will they do so unless I

set the example."

55. (Esther Park). Esther Park, president of the National YWCA of Korea for

many years, is another greet Christian leader who has had an enormous
influence on the nation and its people. It woula be hard to calculate the

impact of the YWCA on the improved life of Korean women and on Korean
home-1 i fe.

56. (Chu Sun-Ae). And just this year the Presbyterian Seminary in Seoul

startled Korea's educational circles by naming Mrs. Chou Sun-Ae (standing at

right in this picture) as Bean of the Seminary's Graduate School. She is the

first woman ever elected to such a high position in anything but a school for

women in Korea.

57. (Bible Club). Now it is not the women but the poor who are neglected.

Sc Christians have a network of schools for the underpri vi 1 egec. They are

called Bible Clubs.

58. (Bible Club Schccl). In these Bible Club schools the children of the

slums and factories and depressed rural areas who can't afford the government
schools (for there is no free public schooling beyonc primary level;, find

their only chance for education. There are between 40,000 and 50,000 children
crrclled in the Bible Clubs.
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59. (Two boys). The Bible becomes a vital part of their education. It is a

bock they want to read - even beside a country road. Through it they come to

know and follow Jesus Christ.

60. (Early Christians). This picture shows a group of early Christians in

Seoul. In' fact, you see here almost all the Christian men in the entire city

of Seoul when Dr. Samuel A. Moffett first arrived.

61. (Crusade). In that same city 83 years later (in 1973) an evangelistic

crusade drew the largest single crowd ever before assembled anywhere in the

world in one place to hear the preaching of the gospel. SGme say there were

over a million people in that great multitude.

62. (Early Bible Class). The early Christians in Korea were expected to do

more than evangelize. One secret of growth in the Korean Church was its

emphasis on Bible study for all Christians, not just ministers. This is a

Women's Bible Class 55 years ago. Some of those women had walked 40 miles

just to learn more cf God's Word.

63. (Yong-nak Class). They still study the Bible. Today they may come to

class by subway or bus, taxi or private car, but there are Bible classes like

this in most Korean churches, the YM and YWCA and many other places every
week.

64. (Map). And Korean Christians are more than Bible readers. They are

missionaries. Like that first graduating seminary class, they know that real

churches have more than ministers and Bible teachers, they also have
missionaries. Here, Mr. Kwak, the Korean church's Director of Evangelism is

pointing out to the Stated Clerk of the Korean General Assembly where the

church has its Korean missionaries today, from Ethiopia and Gambia, to
Thailand and Brazil

.

65. (Elijah Gergan). And even in Asia, missions today is a two-way process.
This is Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, grandson of a hereditary teacher of the
Dalai Lama. He came to Seoul to enroll in ACTS (Asian Center for Theological
Studies and Missions), a post-seminary training course. Why did he come all

the way to Korea from the edge of the top of the world? He came to learn from
the Korean church how churches grow. But more than that.

66. (Chu Sun-Dong), he came also to challenge that church not to become
turned in upon itself and complacent. That challenge is being heard. Here is

a young Korean, Mr. Chu, preparing to go with his family to Guam. The day of
third-world missions is here. And missions will never be the same.

67. (Nepal). It is true that the church is growing fast in Korea. It

doubles in numbers of professed Christians almost every decaGe and has done so
for the past forty years. But Asia as a whole is still the great unreached
continent. Half of all the world's people live in Asia. But of that half, no
more than 3% are Christians.

68. (India). Take India, for example, which has a relatively high number of
Christians - 27 million. But what is 27 million in a total population of
about 680,000? That's about 4%.
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69. (Thailand). Or Thailand, which is still 92.1% Buddhist after more than
150 years of faithful missionary witness. Christians represent only 1.6% of
the people of Thailand.

70. (2 priests). Or Nepal - where public proclamation of the gospel is

prohibited, where it is forbidden to change one's religion, and where just to
baptize a convert can bring a sentence of six years in jail.

71. (Indo-Nepali woman). But where, also, there is no law against private
one-on-one witness to these who have not heard the good news, and where in

less than twenty-five years more than ten thousand Nepali people have come to
know Jesus Christ.

72. (Mt. Fuji). Another one of the many beautiful countries in Asia '
! s

Japan. It is also one of the most successfully materialist countries in the
world. There was a higher percentage of Christians in Japan 350 years ago
t.her, there is today. Only one in one hundred Japanese is a Christian.

AflOU-AX’-fc'v'O

73. (Shop Scene). Just south of Japan is the beautiful island of Taiwan.
There the percentage of Christians is high for Asia. But still they number
only 7.4% of the total population. 43% are Buddhist and 48.5% follow Chinese
folk religions.

74. (Traditional funeral). What can we say about mainland China. The
population there is so greet that even the margin of uncertainty about the
number of people who live there is greater than the known population of the
United States. This great nation which first received Christian missionaries
from Persia as early as the 7th century is now closed to missionaries like you
and me. It is one of the great blocs of the human race least open to the
gospel. But since the re-opening cf contact with China within the last few

years, and after 30 years of persecution of Christians there, suddenly we find
more Chinese Christians today than there were when the Communists closed the

country back in 1S49. It is impossible to say what percentage of China is

Christian today, but one educated guess is about .2%.

75. (Muslim at prayer). Or go to the other end of Asia, to Syria - part of

one of the other great unreached blocks - the Muslim world. There are over

700 million Muslims in Asia - fiercely opposed to the Christian faith.

76.

(Street scene in Damascus). Most Asians, whether in Muslim lands, in

China, members of Hindu castes, Buddhists or followers of tribal religions,
have never heard an effective presentation of the Gospel of Christ. Missions
have changed, but the missionary challenge still remains: "Go ye into al

1

the

world. .

.

"
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CHANGING PATTERNS ]_N MISSION
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This year Korea is celebrating 100 years of Protestant Christianity.

And what a let there is to celebrate! there have been enormous changes during

that time - and mission is no exception. To personalize and illustrate this a

little and to draw some comparisons between the Gays of our parents and

ourselves, we have dipped into an old family album and made slides of early
photographs to supplement those we've taken in more recent years.

There is a vast difference between mission in our parents'

pioneering days and mission in Korea in our day. 94 years ago when Sam's

father first made an exploratory visit to the northern capital city of

Pyengyang, he was stoned in the streets. When we went back to Korea in 1 9 5 5 » <T

we were met at the airport in Seoul with armfuls of flowers. He went to a

city where there was no known Christian within a hundred miles. Wherever we
went in Korea we were almost never out of sight of a Christian church. He was
a pioneer. We had many Korean partners. He planted churches. Today it is

almost always the Koreans who plant the churches there -- an average cf six

new churches every day.

You may begin to wcncer, with all the remarkable growth of some of
the younger churches (such as the Church in Korea) why our churches in the
United States should still be sending missionaries. Isn't the day of Western
missions over? After all, we have so much missionary work to dc right here in

cur own front yard!

I want to help you put that into perspective this morning as we lGok
at 100 years of Protestant Christian mission in Korea and beyond.

One family's experience is only a very small part of a much broader
picture. I hope you will see the broad picture better by viewing some of its
working parts. These pictures begin ir 1P9S - just at the threshold of the
20th century, when my father-in-law, after nine years as a single missionary
in Korea, took the big step and was married. Dr. Alice Fish, shown in the
first picture, was the mother of Jim and Charlie, my husband's two older
brothers. She died about twelve years later. My Sam is the first child of
his second wife, Lucia, who was the first cousin of Alice. But that's another
story!




